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Summary 
Studies were made in relation to the theory of panspermia, in particular, the version 
known as cometary panspermia, which suggests that life on Earth a) originated from 
space (from comets) and b) continues to arrive from this source (i. e. neopanspermia). 
The following conclusions were arrived at; 
1) Evidence is provided to support recent findings showing that viable bacteria are 
present in the stratosphere at a height of 41 km (circa 25 miles). These bacteria appear in 
clumps of a size in excess of 10-20 microns. It is argued that it is unlikely that bacterial 
clumps of this size could be elevated from Earth to 41 kin. and that as result these clumps 
must be incoming from space. It is suggested that these may be unculturable and may 
make up the majority of unculturable bacteria that are found in the environments of 
Earth (this suggestion however, remains conjectural). 
2) Studies were made on the Red Rain that recently fell on Kerala in India. It was 
confirmed that Red Rain is made up of microbial cells of morphology similar to that of 
algae and fungal spores. Another type of Red Rain, sampled in England, is algal in 
appearance, although morphologically it is completely different from the Red Rain of 
Kerala. 
3) The chemical composition of a comet was simulated. The simulated comet was 
shown to be capable of supporting the growth of bacteria directly sampled from the 
atmosphere on Earth. Bacteria grew in the presence and absence of the PAH, 
naphthalene. The results suggest that Earth bacteria could grow in the nutrient conditions 
provided by a comet. 
III 
4) Sulphuric acid at a concentration in excess of that likely to be found in the 
stratosphere did not completely sterilise a culture of Bacillus subtilis, showing that this 
acid, although present in the stratosphere, is unlikely to completely inhibit bacterial 
survival in this environment. 
5) A study was made of the microbiology of some Earth materials (i. e. amber, coals, 
limestone and clay). A large number of bacteria were isolated from clay (mainly species 
of Bacillus). While two bacteria were isolated from amber and one from a coal sample, 
no organisms were isolated from limestone. Obviously, the theory of geopanspermia, 
the view that bacteria are transmitted through space in rocks, requires such a 
demonstration that rocks on Earth do in fact harbour bacteria. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
The term 'panspermW was originally used by microbiologists (of the late Victorian 
period) to refer to the observation that terrestrial air is full of microorganisms. 
Panspermia, was later used to cover the view that life on Earth originated from space; 
more recently however, it has been extended to describe the hypothesis that life 
continues to rain down to Earth from space (Wainwright, 2003). In order to avoid 
confusion, here the term panspermia is used in its original, astrobiological sense, i. e. 
relating to the origin of life, while the term neopanspermia (Wainwright, 2003) will be 
used to refer to the hypothesis that life continues to arrive to Earth from space. The 
theory of panspermia has a long history, and was probably first suggested by the Greek 
philosopher Anexagorus. Lord Kelvin promoted the idea at the end of the Victorian 
period. It is noteworthy that Kelvin suggested that plant seeds and mosses might be 
transferred across the cosmos, an idea that has recently been resurrected by Tepfer and 
Leach (2006). In the early part of the 20th century, the Swedish physical chemist, Svante 
Arrenhius developed the theory, more fully. However, the first "modem" expression of 
panspermia seems to have been made by the French philosopher, De Maillet in the early 
1700s. De Maillet's, largely forgotten work, has recently been highlighted by 
Wainwright (Wainwright, 2008, In Press); what follows is a revised and shortened 
version of this paper. 
1.2 De Maillet views, arguably the first scientific comment on panpsermia 
The following account of the theory of panspermia suggested by the French 
philosopher, De Maillet is of particular interest because it was suggested at a point early 
in the history of science; since they have been overlooked by historians, this seems to be 
2 
an excellent opportunity to put this work on record. While it is clear that Greek 
philosophers, like Axegagorus, suggested the possibility that life on Earth arrived from 
elsewhere, it seems that De Maillet appears to have been the first to provide a full, 
scientific, argument in favour of panspermia. 
De Maillet, a French Government official, was widely travelled and was the author of 
an anonymous book entitled Telliamed (De Maillet used his name backwards for the title 
in the hope of avoiding being recognised for his controversial views which might also 
have been seen as being antireligious). This was an imagined conversation between a 
fictitious oriental (Indian) and equally fictitious European, which became a highly 
influential early text on geology and even encompassed a primitive evolutionary theory. 
For many years, Telliamed circulated in manuscript form amongst French intellectuals, 
and was only published in 1748, ten years after De Maillet died. Even then, the edited 
version was much altered and an unabridged copy was only made available in 1968. 
The references made by De Maillet to panspermia can be found in a marginal note to 
his Third Conversation in which he states: 
In order to understand this natural process, imagine, Sir, that the entire extent of the 
air visible to our eyes: the opaque globes they perceive, and those that which they do not 
discover,, even the portions of the inflamed globes which are not yet reached by thefires; 
in a word imagine that this entire space is full of seeds of everything which can live in 
the universe. 
There is no doubt that De Malliet is here suggesting that seeds are found in the 
entirely of the cosmos, but what does he mean by "seeds". When De Maillet continues, 
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we see that he is not referring here to plant seeds, but that he considers all life forms to 
have arisen from protoforms, or "seeds". He continues: 
Furthermore, these seeds as so delicate and minute, even those of animals and plants 
which grow to the largest sizes, that it is impossible to see them by means of our best 
microscopes. 
The word seed then is used in its broad sense to mean a source, or beginning. It is also 
interesting that he speculates that such living forms might be sub-microscopic. De 
Maillet continues: 
These seeds, spread in such a manner throughout this vast universe, are, however, 
more numerous around the opaque globes in thick airs and in waters than in the 
immense spaces, in these oceans of void by which the globes are separated, because they 
are not stopped there by the same arrangements which retain them around globes. 
Clearly, De Maillet visualises that the seeds are concentrated around planets and held 
there by gravity. Now at this point we might imagine that De Maillet is merely talking 
about proto-life forms that merely resemble small. seeds or sperm, but things become 
even more interesting with his next statement: 
The effect produced by the spirit of life on the seeds contained in the waters is 
demonstrated by what may be observed in a single drop of water taken on the point of 
needlefrom any containers in which some grass has been steepedfor two or three days. 
By means of a microscope, we see in that drop of water a fantastic number of animals, 
even of different species, because each kind of grass produces a different species. Some 
of them have a human form ... some of them move swiftly and along in straight lines; 
4 
others move slowly and in circles. Yhey may be seen to be growing because their parts 
increase in size appreciablyfrom one day to another. 
De Maillet is referring here to what Antonie van Leeuwenhoek and Robert Hooke 
observed and referred to as animalcules. Whether De Maillet is quoting these sources, or 
actually saw such forms himself is not obvious. What is clear however, is that he is 
aware that animalculae (what we would now refer to as protozoa), and also possibly 
bacteria, are present in water in which grass has been left. It is clear that De Maillet 
believes that such microscopic forms are the precursors of animals, even humans, which 
grow directly into the animals and plants we see all around us on Earth. These seeds he 
considers come initially from the air, but ultimately from space. De Maillet's ideas now 
begin to become clearer. What he is suggesting is that the cosmos is full of the "seeds" 
of all living things and these are transmitted through the universe, becoming more 
concentrated around rocky planets due to gravity. Once they arrive on a planet with 
oceans these, like a vast womb provide a beneficial climate which nurtures the seeds 
until they turn into small life forms observable under the microscope. These small 
animals and plants then grow and eventually leave the sea to colonise the land. Here, 
they grow to the degree of perfection we see today. De Maillet is aware however that 
some living forms do not survive and that: 
The destruction of some of them has been, at least in the beginning, for the veracious 
species, thefirst way ofpreservation and development of the others. 
De Maillet then states that it possible that all living things existing on Earth occur on 
other globes, but goes onto state that: 
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It is however, more reasonable to assume that all species do not exist on all globes, 
and that there are still many more to hopefor, on Earth, as well as on each of the other 
globes. The globe we live on has certainly shown us only a portion of the species of 
animals, trees andplants whose seeds are contained in the surrounding air and sea, and 
we cannot doubt that thefuture centuries will reveal new and unknown ones. 
Finally he states: 
Furthermore, all the seeds do not occur around every globe. They can only be 
transferred from one to another by one of these revolutions mentioned -previously, to 
which the entire system is subjected, that is, the passage of on globefrom one vortex to 
another. If we could only see all of the species populating our planets, I am convinced 
that we would discover in them thousands of unknown ones. 
At first sight, De Maillet's views on panspermia do not correspond with most modem 
versions which essentially see microorganisms as the living form which is transported 
around the cosmos. In the modem version, these microbes then evolve into more 
developed life forms, which, on Earth, reach its climax in the form of humans. De 
Maillet in contrast, views the cosmos as being full of planets which are populated with 
plants and animals, the small forms (or "seeds") of which arrived on Earth and other 
planets; developed at first in the oceans and then moved to the land; here they then 
developed directly into their mature forrns, some of which fell by the wayside. Although 
the modem version of the Theory generally sees microorganisms as the form that is 
transported throughout the cosmos, it is interesting to note that some other authors have 
speculated on the possibility that more advanced life forms may be involved in 
panspermia. Lord Kelvin, for'example talked of mossy stones being transported, while 
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Hoyle and Wickramasinghe have more recently speculated on the possibility that insects 
may play a role in panspermia (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 2000), and Tepfer and 
Leach (2006) have suggested that plant seeds might also be transported across the 
cosmos. As a result, De Maillet's views are not as far away from currently held 
concepts as they might initially appear. 
De Maillet's views were widely discussed in certain, esoteric circles but in the end had 
little influence on modem thought. Tellaimed was initially left unpublished because of 
De Maillet's fear of the violent reaction his ideas might evoke, especially in 
ecclesiastical circles; he was perhaps wise to do so, since, in addition to believing that 
life was not created by God, he claimed that it did not even originate here on Earth, but 
came from space. Such views were unlikely to make him popular amongst a 
philosophical and a scientific culture most of whose members firmly believed in God 
and his works. De Maillet in fact seems to go out of his way not to mention God, 
although he makes frequent reference to Bible as a way of gaining insight into the 
mindset of ancient peoples. 
In conclusion, De Maillet was one of the first modems to see the Earth, not as the 
centre of creation, but merely one part of a vast cosmic sea of life. In this he is 
distinguished himself from subsequent philosophers and evolutionists, including 
Darwin, who believed that life originated on Earth. In addition De Maillet differed from 
most philosopher-scientists of his age (including Buffon) when he stated that the Earth 
was two billion, rather than only a few thousand, years old. By being one of the first to 
express what might be called a post-Copemican view of biology, De Maillet's 
contribution deserves to be better known. 
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1.3 The recent history of Panspermia 
The latest views on theory of panspermia have largely come about as a result of the 
cometary theory of panspermia, first expressed in detail by Sir Fred Hoyle and Chandra 
Wickramasinghe, in the 1970s (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1979). 
Despite the fact that belief in both panspermia and neopanspermia are becoming 
somewhat fashionable, many authors habitually fail to make reference to the originators 
of the modem view of these hypotheses, namely Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 
(Wainwright, 2003). Some authors instead date the resurrection of panspermia, in the 
widest sense, to the far more speculative, and essentially unprovable, views of Francis 
Crick, which relate to so-called directed pansperinia (i. e. the view that life on Earth was 
seeded by some unknown, cosmic civilisation) (Crick, 1981). There is no doubt however 
that priority on the modem view of neopanspermia belongs to Hoyle and 
Wickrarnasinghe (1979,1981,1991,2000). These authors also championed the view 
that pathogens arrived on Earth from space; an idea, termed by Wainwright, 
'pathospermia' (Wainwright, 2003) that has come in for even more derision than their 
views relating to neopanspermia. 
1.4 Survival of space-borne microorganisms 
It goes without saying that any microorganisms reaching the Earth from space must 
have survived the extreme rigours of the space environment. Although microorganisms 
need not grow and reproduce in space, they obviously must survive in a form that can 
then reproduce once they have arrived on Earth. The ability of microorganisms to with- 
stand environmental extremes is being increasingly widely recognised. Hoyle and 
Wickramasinghe (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 2000) pointed out that Earth 
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microorganisms (geomicrobes) possess all the characteristics necessary to allow them to 
survive in space; by reversing this argument, they then went on to suggest that the 
possession of such characteristics suggests that microorganisms originated in a more 
demanding environment, (i. e. space). This viewpoint has however, been criticised by, 
amongst others, Battista et aL (1999) who claim that microbial resistance to ionising 
radiation, for example, may involve DNA repair mechanisms that are evolutionary 
responses to other environmental factors, such as water shortage. 
Although emphasis is currently being placed on the study of microorganisms, notably 
bacteria, that can live, and are specifically adapted to growth in, extreme environments 
(i. e. extremophiles), it is important to note that many common bacteria, inhabiting non- 
extreme environments, arý able to survive extreme conditions. Such organisms have 
been tertned extremodures (Wainwright, 2003). More recently, Escherichia coli has 
been shown to be capable of surviving exposure to high pressure (Al-Mufti et al., 1984). 
Exposure to radiation, notably -UV, is likely to be the major factor limiting the 
survival of microorganisms in space. Bacteria can however, resist UV by forming 
clumps of individual cells (as in Sarcina or Staphylococcus), while the spoies of both 
bacteria (e. g. Bacillus) and fungi are often UV-resistant. The shading provided by 
bacteria being surrounded by cosmic dust particles might also help protect 
microorganisms from UV, as might the formation of a UV-resistant layer due to the 
carbonisation of the outer cells of a mass of space-inhabiting bacteria (Hoyle and 
Wickramasinihe, 2000). Such considerations suggest that panspermic microorganisms 
need not be particularly unusual or especially specialised in order to survive the rigours 
of space. One of the frequently expressed errors in relation to the nature of panspemic 
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organisms is the belief that they must, by definition, be "other worldly", or in some way 
connected with alien folklore or, as Wainwright (pers. comm. ) has wryly commented 
"they must have NASA written on thern". However, if the theory of neopansperynia is . 
correct then space organisms will be Earth organisms and possibly vice versa. 
The greatest degree of protection from the rigours, of the space environment will 
obviously be afforded to microorganisms which are protected inside comets, or are lying 
dormant within masses of interstellar dust or meteorites. It is not surprising therefore to 
find that bacteria-like fossils have been found in the Murcheson meteorite and in the 
much discussed Mars meteorite, ALH 84001. There have also been a number of claims 
that living bacteria (species of Bacillus and Staphylococcus) have been isolated from 
meteorites), although these have generally been regarded as being contaminants (Orio 
and Tornabene, 1965). Nevertheless, claims that ancient living bacteria exist in 
meteorites continue to appear (Abbot, 2001). 
1.5 Contamination and the problem of common versus unusual microorganisms 
Neopanspermia predicts that microorganisms are continually raining down upon our 
planet and that by definition most, if not all Earth microorganisms, are derived from 
space. Earth organisms are therefore space organisms. This view does not however, 
exclude the idea that a portion of the Earth's microbial population derives from the first, 
panspermic, common ancestor, while new organisms have arrived at different points in 
the planet's history, and continue to do so today. The hypothesis states that common 
Earth org, anisms such as species of Pseudomonas, Staphylococcus and Bacillus originate 
from space. The fact that common geomicrobes can survive under extreme conditions 
provides an explanation of how this might be possible. Unfortunately, a problem arises 
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with human perception that makes this suggestion unpalatable. Most microbiologists 
would assume that space-derived microorganisms would a priori be a) novel, b) 
primitive, and c) possess unusual, marker-physiologies. Should common, Earth 
organisms were to be found in space, this would doubtless induce the knee-jerk response 
of most microbiologists that such isolates were contaminants, or at best originated from' 
Earth. The isolation of space-derived microorganisms would probably only be generally 
accepted if they proved to be novel or unusual, despite the fact that this is not required 
for the neopanspermia hypothesis. 
Since microorganisms exist everywhere on Earth, any attempt to isolate 
microorganisms from space-derived samples is obviously bedevilled by problems of 
contamination. Any claim that geornicrobes have been isolated from space can be 
readily dismissed by invoking contamination, even where the most rigorous sterile 
technique has been employed to exclude such a possibility. Although contamination is a 
real problem it is often too readily used to dismiss all claims for the isolation of ancient, 
or space-inhabiting, microorganisms. 
1.6 The "High Cold Biosphere" 
The term "High Cold Biosphere" (HCB) has recently been suggested by Wainwright 
(Wainwright pers. comm. ) to illustrate the fact that there exists in the stratosphere a 
biosphere in which microorganisms exist at very high altitude and under extremely cold 
conditions. 
The stratosphere is the second layer of the Earth's atmosphere that is found above 
the tropopause at an average height of around 17 km. The stratosphere is stratified, with 
warmer layers high up and cooler layers farther down; in this respect it is the exact 
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opposite of the troposphere. The stratosphere exists to a height of around 50 kin. The top 
of the stratosphere has a temperature of about 270K (-30'C). A temperature profile for 
the stratosphere is shown in Fig. 1.0. 
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Figure 1.0 A temperature profile for the atmosphere (Source, Environment Canada). 
Note that at 41 km, the height at which atmospheric air was sampled in the flollowing 
studies, the temperature is around -20 to -30 degrees C. These temperatures compare 
I is with -80 to -90 degrees Celsius for the coldest Antarctic values; the Antarctic i 
however, much warmer than the stratosphere in summer, at around 5-151)C. It is possible 
that temperatures at which bacteria are exposed in particulate masses in the stratosphere 
will be higher than ambient temperatures, due to the ract that Such particle masses act as 
solar collectors and thereby increase in temperature when exposed to the sun. In a 
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similar way, alkaline particulate masses may reduce the toxic effects I of stratospheric 
acids and ozone, as well as the direct effects of UV light. 
There is no regular turbulence in the stratosphere and air movement is largely 
horizontal. The ozone layer occurs at the top of the stratosphere at around 50 km. The 
region is also characterised by having a high concentration of sulphuric acid and high 
exposure to UV (Hare, 1962). 
1.7 Problems resulting from attempts to replicate these isolations 
If we assume that the isolates were not laboratory, or other, contaminants then they must 
have originated at a height of 41 km above the Earth. The obvious question that arises is 
- how did they get to this altitude? The two obvious conclusions are that they were 
carried up from Earth and remained, or were falling through, the atmosphere at 41 km 
from where they were isolated. Alternatively, they may have arrived from space and 
were sampled at, 41 km before falling to Earth. Proof of the latter possibility would of 
course be to validate neopanspermia. 
The apparently obvious conclusion is that the bacteria and the fungal isolates were 
carried up from Earth and floated in the stratosphere to a height of 41 km, from where 
they were collected. However, the only means by which bacteria can achieve a height of 
41 krn would appear to be via a volcanic eruption. The residence time of such particles, 
derived from volcanoes, would be only a matter of days. Since no volcanic eruptions 
occurred on Earth during the years prior to the 41 km-sampling event this would appear 
to rule out this possibility, although some authorities continue to believe that particles 
can cross the tropopause and reside at 41 km for longer periods (Gregory, 1961). 
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1.8 The Neopanspermia paradox 
Most microbiologists would assume that the isolates, if not contaminants, must have 
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arrived to a height of 41 km from the Earth's surface. The isolates are viewed as 
common Earth bacteria. The fact that the S. pasteuri isolate is, unlike S. aureus and S. 
epidermidis, capable of solubilising insoluble phosphates suggests that this isolate is not 
a skin contaminant, but possesses a property typical of a 'common' environment-derived, I 
isolate. The use of the term, common in relation to microorganisms is however, 
questionable since microorganisms (with the exception of certain extremophiles) tend to 
be found ubiquitously over the Earth's surface. Even microorganisms that are regarded 
as being extremophiles (e. g. halophilic organisms, capable of growing in high salt 
concentrations) can often be readily isolated from non-saline soils. The ubiquitous 
distribution of microorganisms would of course support the view that such organisms 
are continually raining down from space, over the total surface of the Earth. Clearly the 
suggestion that the bacteria isolated from 41 km cannot have come from space because 
they are Earth organisms is in direct opposition to the neopanspermia hypothesis. If 
however, the Earth origin of these isolates is accepted than we are presented with a 
paradox since this would mean that bacteria are able to leave the Earth and infect space. 
Such a paradox would in fact demonstrate the correctness of the neopanspen-nia 
hypothesis and would suggest that space is contaminated by geomicrobes. Whether or 
not these organisms would find their way into deep space is however, debatable. In 
short, those who believe that organisms isolated at 41 km must be from Earth are 
unwittingly validating the neopanspermia hypothesis. 
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1.9 The problem of phylogeny 
From the biologists point of view the major limitation on the view that modem 
microorganisms can arrive from space relates to evolution and phylogeny. Essentially, 
because it should have evolved, any ancient microorganism should, in terms of its 
nucleotide sequence, be markedly different from modem microorganisms. If an 
organism has a very similar nucleotide sequence to a modem organism then it must, 
according to current molecular biology, be a modem organism. Similarly, an organism 
originating from space would be expected to possess nucleotide sequences which differ 
from modem organisms found on Earth, simply because one would not expect the 
direction and rates of evolution to be the same in space as on Earth. An example of how 
such considerations can lead to conflict is provided by the recent findings of bacteria in 
ancient salt crystals. Vreeland et al. (2000) isolated a bacterium from a 250 million year 
old salt crystal. They claimed that the bacterium was not a contaminant, but was the 
same age as the crystal. Graur and Pupko (2001) however, claim, based on the use of 
molecular methods, that the bacterium is modem and, despite the fact that Vreeland et 
al. (2000) used extremely rigorous aseptic technique, must be a modem contaminant. 
Similar findings have been reported following the examination of Permian salt crystals 
by Fish et al. (2001). Clearly, if the bacterium is not a contaminant then there must be 
something wrong with our current understanding of molecular phylogeny and 
palaeontology. The general acceptance of the viewpoint that the nucleotide sequences of 
microorganisms must have changed over time (due to evolution) makes most 
microbiologists accept that any microorganism with nucleotide sequences close to that 
of modem microorganisms must, by definition, be a modem microorganism. It needs to 
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noted however, that the so-called "tree of life" continues to involve constant argument 
and modification (Maher, 2002). Invoking Occam's Razor, most biologists would state 
that if an Earth-like organi sm is found at 41 km above the Earth's surface then it is an 
Earth organism; anyone who believes that the tropopause acts as a barrier to such 
contamination must as a result, alter their own, rather than the evolutionary paradigm. 
Similarly, the presence of a modem organism, in an ancient salt crystal must, say the 
biologists, indicate only thing, contamination; it should however, be noted that the whole 
question of molecular phylogeny is in a state of constant flux (Maher, 2002). 
1.10 Panspermia and the origin of life 
As was mentioned above, the term panspermia was originally used in its astrobio- 
logical connotation to refer to the view that life did not originate on Earth, but was 
seeded by organisms (and not just microorganisms) from space. A small number of 
microorganisms. arriving in this way would have been capable of replicating at an 
incredibly rapid rate and would, in the absence of any competition from native 
organisms, have rapidly colonised the planet. It is noteworthy that many microorganisms 
have the ability to grow at very low nutrient concentrations (i. e. they are oligotrophic). 
Such oligotrophic growth would have been essential because nutrients to support 
microbial growth would have been present at very low concentrations in the un- 
inoculated prebiotic soup. It is generally accepted that heterotrophic life predated life 
based on photosynthesis, a view that ties in well with the view that heterotrophs arrived 
exogenously. 
Wainwright and'Falih (1997) showed that a fungus could grow, without added 
nutrients, on buckminsterfullerene. Since fullerenes have been transported to Earth in 
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meteorites and could protect bacteria from UV, this novel carbon allotrope may have 
played an important role in the early origin of life on Earth. Once the conditions on 
Earth were suitable life took off remarkably quickly; a fact that is in agreement with the 
view that it arose exogenously with Earth having been continually showered with 
microorganisms which lay inert until the point at which conditions were suitable to 
support their growth. 
The fact that life got going so quickly has been used recently to suggest that the origin 
of life is a simple and frequent event, a viewpoint that is not however, supported by any 
compelling evidence. Finally, it has been suggested that if living organisms did not make 
the journey through space to begin life on Earth then perhaps DNA or RNA may have 
rained down on the prebiotic Earth and given life a 'kick-start' (Gribbin, 2001). 
In 1928, a certain Professor E. G. Donnes had this to say about panspemia 
(Wainwright, 2003): Perhaps the chief objection to the doctrine of Panspermia is that it 
is a hopeless one. Not only does it close the door to thought and research, but also it 
introduces a permanent dualism into science and so prejudices important philosophical 
issues. 
Many scientists clearly continue to express this viewpoint. It is often said for example 
that panspermia, solves nothing simply because it does not answer the question of how 
life arose; if life arose in space, it is argued, then it could just as easily have arisen on 
Earth. Of course such arguments ignore the contrast between ýhe finite nature of Earth 
and the infinity of space, in terms of both time and the limitless variety of astronomical 
bodies on which life could have arisen. 
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Donne's view should be questioned when he said that panspermia closes the door to 
thought and experimentation. Such is the current level of theoretical and practical work 
being devoted to the question of neopanspermia that much new knowledge will be 
gained from its study, even if it does eventually prove to be a 'false doctrine' 
neopanspermia is a scientifically valid idea simply because it can be refuted by 
experimentation. 
Unfortunately, microbiological studies on Earth are unlikely to provide overwhelming 
evidence of the validity of the neopanspennia hypothesis. This is simply because cynics 
can dismiss any results by invoking contamination, especially because the Hypothesis 
predicts that microorganisms found in space will be identical to those found on Earth. As 
a result, the only way to convincingly demonstrate panspermia is to conduct experiments 
in space where the problems of contamination can be eliminated. However, in the 
absence of the facilities to study microorganisms in situ in space, evidence can only be 
accumulated from Earth-based experiments. If neopanspermia is correct, then a critical 
mass of information will accumulate that hopefully; will be sufficient to convince even 
the most diehard sceptic. 
1.11 Hoyle and Wickramasinghe's theory of the cometary origin of life 
In the early 1980's, a spectroscopic signature of a bacterium was apparently found in 
interstellar dust, representing the first unequivocal demonstration that over a third of the 
interstellar carbon in the galaxy was tied up in the form of organic dust grains (Hoyle 
and Wickramasinghe, 2000). It was also claimed that such grains were indistinguishable 
in their spectral properties from freeze-dried bacteria as indicated, for instance, in the 
correspondences in Fig. I-1. 
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Figure 1.1 Original data for GC-IR57 and the predicted behavior of freeze dried 
bacteria. 
Figure 1.1 shows the GC-IR57 spectrum for a laboratory bacterial culture agrees with 
the relative flux at these wavelengths seen in space. 
Comets, it was claimed, mop up interstellar dust at the time of their formation. Any 
viable fraction of interstellar bacteria incorporated in such comets replicate on a huge 
scale, during a very short time scale within cometary cores, cores that are melted 
transiently due to the energy released by radioactive heat sources (Hoyle et al. 1982). 
Such biological particles, in a freeze-dried state, are then returned to space in comet 
tails, either to enter the inner regions of a planetary system, or to return into the 
interstellar medium from which new stars originate. Comets forming at every star- 
forming site, incorporating such material, would ensure propagation of cosmic biology 
because, the small but finite surviving fraction, would be re-cycled and greatly amplified 
within the comet. Apparently, only *one in ten of the bacteria picked up from the 
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interstellar medium, need to retain viability for every one of about 100 billion comets in 
order to contain enough bacteria for such regeneration to occur. This would provide a 
positive feed-back of biological material back into space. As we have seen, panspermia 
theory predicts that comets carry microorganisms that are being transported through the 
atmosphere onto the Earth even at the present day. 
1.12 Confirmation of the presence of viable but non-culturable bacteria in the 
stratosphere 
The presence of viable bacteria in air sampled from the stratosphere at a height of 41 
km has been previously reported (Harris et aL, 2001). Subsequently, two bacteria 
(Bacillus simplex and Staphylococcus pasteuri) and a fungus (Engyodonlium album) 
were independently cultured from the samples (Wainwright et al., 2004). These reports 
show that living organisms occur at a height of 41 km, i. e. well above the tropopause (17 
km). Electron microscope studies have also provided tentative evidence for the presence 
of bacteria at a height of 25 km (Bigg, 1984); however Bigg made no attempt to stain or 
grow these supposed bacteria. 
Microorganisms present at 41 km above the Earth could have originated from Earth or 
space (or possibly a combination of both); the view that such microorganisms originated 
from space is obviously controversial. Studies on bacteria in the upper atmosphere are 
also relevant to the transport of animal, plant and human pathogens around the globe. 
Here we describe experiments aimed at confirming the presence of viable bacteria in the 
stratosphere. The work reported by Harris et al. (2001) involved the use of the 
fluorescent membrane potential sensitive dye, carbocyanine. Using this stain, small 
clumps of coccoid cells of the dimension of bacteria (1-2 pm) were seen on membranes 
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through which stratospheric air had been filtered. From these observations, Harris et aL 
(2002) concluded that the observed fluorescing particles were viable bacteria; they did 
not, however, comment on their culturability. 
The aim of the work described here was to attempt to provide independent 
confirmation of the presence of such viable bacteria in samples obtained from the 
stratosphere. 
The Live/Dead probe used here utilizes mixtures of a green fluorescent nucleic acid 
stain and the red fluorescent nucleic acid stain, propidium iodide. When used alone, the 
green stain generally labels all bacteria, including those with intact or damaged cell 
membranes. In contrast, propidium. iodide penetrates only bacteria with damaged 
membranes causing a reduction in the green stain when both dyes are present; as a 
result, the probe stains live cells fluorescent-green, while dead bacteria stain red. 
Figurel. 2. shows that both green fluorescent and red staining bodies were present on the 
membrane filters through which stratospheric air, at both heights, had been filtered. By 
careful focusing of the microscope these were seen to consist of individual cocci, or 
clumps of a small number of coccoid shaped cells, having both the dimensions (circa I 
gm) and appearance of bacteria. No similar, fluorescent green or red staining bodies 
were seen on newly opened membranes, or control membranes exposed to the same 
handling protocols. As a result, we conclude that the green fluorescent cells observed on 
the space-derived samples are viable bacteria, and that by using an approach to viable 
staining, differing from that used by Harris et aL, (2001), workers in this laboratory have 
confirmed the presence of viable bacteria in samples derived from the stratosphere. 
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Figure 1.2 Bright (green, living) and diffuse (red, dead) fluorescent particles, having the 
size and morphology of bacteria, found on membranes through which stratospheric air 
was passed; sampled at a height of 30-39 km and (inset) 40-41 kin (frorn Wainwright ct 
al., 2003). 
Neither bacterial colonies nor non-colony forming bacteria were isolated frorn the 
membranes using the media and protocols employed. Within the limits of'our studies, 
the fluorescent-staining coccoid cells, seen on the membranes, can be regarded as being 
viable but non-cultureable (VBNC) bacteria. Of course, culturability depends on the type 
of media and conditions employed; as a result, the bacteria observed might have grown 
had different media and growth conditions been employed. Two bacteria (Bacillus 
simplex and Staphylococcus pasteuri) and a single rungus (En. gyodontittm tilbitin) have 
been isolated (by employing some of the media used here) frorn some ol' these 
stratosphere samples (Wainwright ct al., 2003). However, the I'act that vlahlc 
microorganisms were only cultured on only one occasion, froni a single membrane, 
suggests that most of the stratospheric bacteria present on the membranes are VBNC 
cells. Wainwright et al., (2004), using scanning E/M, also concluded that nanobacteria 
can be isolated from the stratosphere. 
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In conclusion, the above results confirm that bacteria are present in the stratosphere. 
Clearly, further probes need to be sent to the heights sampled here before the issue of 
whether such bacteria originate from Earth or space can be concluded; to this end, we 
are currently attempting to conduct carbon isotope fractionation studies on the 
membranes to determine if the bacteria seen on them are of terrestrial origin. 
1.13 Aims of the work reported in this Thesis 
The aim of the work reported in this Thesis was to investigate a variety of factors 
relevant to the possibility that bacteria have an extraterrestrial origin. To at achieve this 
aim the following questions were investigated: 
1) Can further evidence be provided for the existence of microbes in the stratosphere? 
2) Does the so-called Red Rain event of Kerala in India provide evidence for 
neopanspermia? 
3) Can bacteria, from the atmosphere of Earth, grow in the nutrient conditions expected 
to be found in comets? 
4) Is there any evidence that Earth's materials (i. e. amber, coals, limestone and clay) 
contain bacteria which may be ejected and transported throughout the cosmos via the 
process of geopanspermia? 
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CHAPTER TWO 
FURTHER EVIDENCE FOR THE PRESENCE OF 
MICROORGANISMS IN THE STRATOSPHERE 
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2. A Introduction to the microbiology of the stratosphere 
If the theory of neopanspermia is correct, and microorganisms are continually raining 
down to Earth from space it follows that we should be able to find microorganisms 
above the Earth's surface at various heights into the stratosphere. Since we know that 
Earth -derived microorganisms occur in the lower atmosphere, it follows that if we wish 
to demonstrate that microorganisms are incoming to Earth from space then we will have 
to go to higher elevations. It should of course be possible then to detect microorganisms 
using space rockets; Burch, (1967) and Imshenetsky et al., (1978) claimed to have done 
this. However, for practical sampling reasons the search of the upper atmospheric 
regions is limited to the stratosphere. Very recent studies (Griffin, 2007) have confirmed 
that Eubacteria, including species of Staphylococci and Micrococcus can be isolated 
from the stratosphere at 20 km, findings which go against the often expressed view that 
staphylococci are incapable of surviving in extreme environments. - 
2. A. I. Physical conditions in the stratosphere I 
The stratosphere is defined as the region of the atmosphere between 17 and 50 kin. 
(Note the lower height, that is the height of the tropopause, varies with seasons and is 
thus variously quoted; in this Thesis, at an average height of 17 km is assumed. 
2. A. 1.2 Sampling the stratosphere 
The work reported here was restricted to sampling the stratosphere at a maximum height 
of 41 km (circa 25 miles). This sampling was achieved using a helium-filled balloon 
which was launched from India (Fig. 2.1). Forty one kilometres is close to the maximum 
height that such balloons can reach. It could be argued that rockets, because they can go 
higher, might be used in preference to balloons. 
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Figure 2.1 The helium-filled balloon used to sample the atmosphere over India. 
However, the advantage of a balloon-launched sampler lies in the fact that sampling 
is achieved at relatively low speeds and less damage to microorganisms is thcrerore 
likely to occur during the sampling process. In contrast, the high speed of rockets is 
likely to ensure that any biological entities are smashed against any rockct-borne 
sampling devices. However, as has already been stated, li-nshenetsky et (J, (1978) 
claimed to have successfully used such rockets to isolate viable, culturable bacteria from 
the stratosphere. The use of balloons to sample the stratosphere, is neither cheap, nor a 
routinely available approach and the use of this sampling method here depended upon 
opportunity. In this case, the Indian scientific research community had planned to use 
this approach for stratospheric sampling and were willing to supply samples for our use. 
It is worth noting that, although NASA has the technology to undertake such searches 
for life in the stratosphere, no research programme in this respect is ongoing, or 
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apparently planned. As a result, we remain in the surprising position of not knowing to 
what height the Earth's biosphere extends. 
Previous studies in this laboratory had shown the following: 
1) That bacteria can be seen, using scanning electron microscopes, and DNA-specific 
staining on membranes on which samples from the stratosphere had been collected. 
2) That two bacteria, Staphylococcus pasteuri and Bacillus simplex, and single fungus, 
Engyodontium album, were isolated from such membranes. This fungus is known to be 
widely distributed on Earth, but is not a common laboratory contaminant (de Hoog, 
1978). Further studies, by Wainwright, in collaboration with Indian workers, confirmed 
the presence of culturable bacteria in similar samples, obtained at a height of 41 km 
(Shivaji et al., 2006. ). From these and other published findings, the fact that bacteria, 
and possibly fungi, exist in the stratosphere can be regarded as having been established. 
At the end of the above-mentioned research, a number of unused membranes, 
containing stratosphere-related samples were available for use. No attempt was made to 
further isolate microorganisms from these membranes. 
The aim of the work described here was to use scanning E/M and DNA-specific 
stains to further investigate the presence of microorganisms on the membranes, and 
thereby add to our knowledge of the microbiology of the stratosphere. 
2. A. 2 Materials and Methods 
2. A. 2.1 Stratosphere sampling 
Air samples were collected over Hyderabad, India on 20 January 2001 at various 
heights up to 41 km. The collection involved the deployment of a balloon-borne 
cryosampler (Fig. 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2 The cryosampler, showing cryosampler tubes (gold-topped) in carriage. 
The cryosampler consisted of a 16-probe manifold, each probe being made ot'high- 
quality stainless steel capable of withstanding pressures in the range 10-6 mb 
(ultravacuum) to 200 b. The probes and all their components were thoroughly sterilized. 
They were flushed with acetone and heat sterilized to temperatures of 180'C ror several 
hours. The entrance to each probe was fitted with a metallic, motor driven (Nupro) valve 
that could be opened and shut on ground telecommand. The payload trailed at a shallow 
angle of elevation behind the balloon gondola, being tethered by-a sterilized 100-m-long 
rope. As a ftirther precaution against the possibility of collecting any traces of out- 
gassed material from the balloon surface, a sterilized intake tube 2-m-long formed an 
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integral part of the cryosampler ensemble. The intake to each probe was covered during 
the balloons ascent through the atmosphere. 
Throughout the flight the probes remained immersed in liquid Ne, in order to create a 
cryopump effect, allowing ambient air to be admitted when the valves were opened. Air 
was collected into a sequence of probes during ascent; the highest altitude reached being 
41 km. The cryosampler manifold, once the probes were filled, was parachuted back to 
ground. The probes were stored at -80"C until the laboratory work began. 
Laboratory analysis relating to only two probes is discussed here: 
1. Probe A: Collection between 30 and 39 krn altitude, a total quantity amounting to 
38.4 L of air at normal temperature and pressure (NTP). 
2. Probe B: Collection between 40 and 41 kin altitude, a total quantity amounting to 
18.5 L of air at NTP. 
Two procedures were used to extract aerosols aseptically from the probes. 
1. Procedure 1: The air from the exit valve of each probe was passed in a sterile 
system in a microflow cabinet sequentially through a 0.45 ýiin and a 0.22 ýIm 
micropore cellulose nitrate filter (filter diameter 47 mm). 
2. Procedure 2: following the completion of Procedure 1, the probes were injected 
with sterile phosphate buffer solution, agitated for several hours in a shaker to 
dislodge particles adhered to the walls, and the liquid syringed out and passed 
sequentially through three filters (i) 0.7 gm glass microfibre filter, (ii) 0.45 gm 
cellulose acetate filter, and (iii) 0.2 gm cellulose acetate filter. 
Most of the aerosols are expected to have been collected in Procedure 1. 
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2. A. 2.2 Precautions taken against contamination 
Standard microbial techniques, employing a laminar air cabinet, were used throughout. 
All plates were used within 8h of pouring and were checked for contamination, both by, 
light microscope examination and by culturing. Control membranes were also analysed 
after being subjected to identical transfer procedures used for stratosphere-derived 
samples. In addition, the isolation experiments were repeated in a separate laboratory, by 
a technician who was not informed of any expected outcomes. 
2. A. 3 Results and Discussion 
2. A. 3.1 Inorganic cosmic dust 
(Some of the data discussed here were obtained from photographs obtained by Dr 
Melanie Harris, from the same membrane sample batch as those examined here in 
Sheffield. These photos were presented to Dr Wainwright by Dr Melanie Harris, 
formally of the University of Cardiff. They were produced as a collaborative effort 
conducted by Prof. David Hughes and Prof. Chandra Wickramasinghe of the same 
University. They have not been previously assessed, or published and are used here with 
the permission of Professor Wickramasinghe). 
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Figure 2.3 Inorganic particles ofcosm1c dust on membranes a) DOUghnUt-sliaped silicon 
particle, b) zircon crystal, c) clump of silicon-1-1cli pzIrticics, n-unlicking bacteria. 0 leight, 
41 krn). 
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It is important to emphasise that the majority of particles seen under scanning E/M on 
membranes of material collected on stratospheric membranes (hereafter referred to as 
membrane material) is composed of inorganic material. The shear amount of this 
material along with its chemical composition and non-biological nature shows this 
material to be cosmic dust. Figure 2.3a for example, shows an individual doughnut- 
shaped silicon-rich particle, while a remarkable oblong-shaped particle which, under 
EDAX analysis, was seen to be rich in zircon is shown in Fig. 2.3b. It is extremely easy, 
based on superficial morphology alone, to conclude that some of these inorganic 
particles are bacteria. Figure 2.3c, for example shows a clump of inorganic dust that is 
superficially bacteria-like. Clumps of similar material have however, been shown (by 
Nano-Sims analysis) to be inorganic in nature (Wainwright et aL, 2004). Extreme 
caution must therefore be I applied, and some analysis must be undertaken, before any 
particle found on the stratospheric membranes is referred to as a bacterium. In these 
studies, we applied some, or all, of the following criteria before concluding that any 
observed membrane particle is bacterial in nature: 
1) The particles must look morphologically like, and be of the size typical of bacteria. It 
should be remembered however, that sub-micron bacteria may be present; as a result, no 
size limit for presumptive bacterial cells should be applied a priori. 
2) Morphological characteristics typical of bacteria should be found to be present- 
Examples include fimbriae, flagella or bacterial slime. 
3) Analytical tests, such as EDAX (associated with scanning E/M) and (less routinely), 
Nano-Sims analysis should be applied to make sure that the suspected biological 
particles does not consist solely of inorganic elements, such as Ca, Fe, and Si. Biological 
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particles would be expected to contain carbon and only small amounts of inorganic ions. 
An exception may exist where bacteria are coated with inorganic materials such as 
calcium or silicon. 
4) Biological particles may be distinguished from mineral particles by the, relatively 
extended, application of the electron beam from the scanning E/M. Cosmic, or other 
dust, will not withstand such treatment, while biological materials, including bacteria, 
will be holed, or denatured, by the extended exposure to an electron beam. This effect is 
shown in Fig. 2.4. Here, particles obtained form rain water (collected in Sheffield) were 
exposed to relatively long periods of exposure to the electron beam of the SEM. 
Fig. 2.4a shows a clump of particles before beam exposure, while Fig. 2.4b shows a hole 
formed in the particle clump following application of the beam. From the result of this 
treatment, it is concluded that the clump of particles under examination, is biological in 
nature, (i. e. it includes a bacterium). 
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Figure 2.4 The effect of leaving tile electron beam of the scanning E/M oil biological 
particles. Note the hole seen in Fig. 2.4b, caused by the beam, and not seen in Fig. 2.4a. 
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The zircon particle shown in Fig. 2.3b did not undergo similar degradation i'n the 
electron beam showing this is inorganic and not a bacterium. Presumptive bacteria are 
also shown in Fig. 2.5. In Fig. 2.5a, another example of a zircon particle is shown which, 
unlike that seen previously (Fig. 2.3b), appears to have undergone erosion of its edges. 
Associated with this clearly crystalline zircon particle is an amorphous particle which 
did not EDAX as a mineral and is considered to be a presumptive bacterium. The 
suggestion that the particle adhering to the zircon crystal is a bacterium is further 
strengthened by the presence of what appears to be bacterial slime at the point of contact 
with the zircon crystal. From these findings, it is concluded that the particles attached to 
the zircon crystal is a bacterium of diameter of around 0.5 micron. The bacterium and 
zircon crystal must have become attached at some point. Did this attachment occur in 
space, on Earth or during the sampling procedure? It is worth noting that, because of the 
mass of the zircon crystal, the zircon-bacterium mass will fall out of the stratosphere 
extremely rapidly. It is unlikely that particle mass, of this size, could exit the 
stratosphere. The crystal bacterial mass therefore appears to have originated in space or 
formed during the sampling period. Another presumptive bacterium is shown in Fig. 
2.5b, again of a size approximating to 0.5 micron. 
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Figure 2.5 Particles having the morphology and chemical propcrtics (FDAX) Of 
bacteria, a). an amorphous, preSLIIIII)tivc, bacterium attached to a wcatlici-cd 11"co"I 
particle and b) a presumptive bacterium Showirig SigIIS Ot'COIlapSe LIIIdCI- the I)I-CSSLII'C Of 
the scanning E/M. (Height, 41 kin), 
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Morphological evidence for the presence of fungi in the stratosphere is provided in 
photographs shown in Fig. 2.6. A fungal spore, (observed using the light microscope) 
similar to a member of the genus Helm inthosporium or possibly Alternaria is shown in 
Fig. 2.6a; this spore was found on membranes obtained from the 22-23 km sampling 
height. What appears to be mass of fungal hyphae is shown in Fig. 2.6b, sampled low 
down in the stratosphere, at a height of 22-23 km. Although this tangled hyphal mass is 
assumed to be fungal, the hyphae are thinner than might be expected of a fungus (at least 
when grown under nutrient-rich conditions); this suggest the possibility that it may be an 
actinomycete. On the other hand, the hyphal mass may represent a fungus growing under 
low nutrient conditions; which tend to induce the formation of fine hyphae (Wainwright 
et al., 199 1). 
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Figure 2.6 Presumptive fungi from the stratosphere, a) a fungal spore as seen under the 
light microscope, b) fungal or possible actinomycete-like hyphae from the stratosphere 
(22-23 km). (Kindly provided by Dr M. Harris). 
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2. B Use of Live /Dead and the DNA stain DAPI to confirm the biological nature of, 
presumptive bacteria sampled from the stratosphere 
The presumptive evidence for the presence of living entities on the stratospheric 
membranes can be discussed ad injinitum, what is required is a test that confirms the 
presence of a biological marker, such as protein, ATP or nucleic acids. The aim of the 
following work was to confirm the presence of bacteria by staining some of the 
membranes with Live/Dead Stain, a commercially available stain which stains living 
bacteria fluorescent green and dead bacteria red orange. 
2. B. 1 Material and Methods 
2.13.1.1 Viable staining 
The air samples collected from the stratosphere were passed through 0.2 and 0.45 ý'm 
cellulose acetate membrane filters. Some of these samples were used by Harris et al. 
(2001) to detect the presence of viable bacteria; studies on some of the remaining 
samples are discussed here. 
Sterile distilled water (I ml) was added to samples of portions of membrane (of 
varying sizes) contained in sterile plastic Universal bottles. Membranes through which 
air passed at both heights were used. The bottles were shaken vigorously for 15 minutes 
and the presence of viable microorganisms was determined by using a Live/Dead 
BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit (Molecular Probes Inc., Netherlands), as described in 
the maker's instructions. Two control membranes were included: - (a) a sample of 
membrane that had been exposed to the same handling procedures as above, but which 
had not been exposed to the atmospheric air sample and (b) portions of a new, unused 
membrane, Samples of the stained solutions were then examined under oil immersion 
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(100x) using a fluorescent microscope (Olympus BX41, fitted with a U-RFL-T lamp. 
using a wide blue filter). An equal amount of time was devoted to examining both test 
and control samples, photographs were taken using a digital camera (Olympus C4040 
200M, calibration carried out using Olympus DP-soft imaging software). 
DNA Staining was achieved using DAPI. Samples from the filters were transferred 
onto premium microscope slides that had been washed, cleaned and polished. A stock 
solution containing 0.1 mlg" DAPI stain was prepared, applied and left to develop for 
15 minutes, prior to being examined under the fluorescent microscope. 
2. B. 2 Results and Discussion 
Figure 2.7 shows that when Live/Dead stain is applied to the stratospheric membrane 
some particles stain red, while others stain bright green and orange. This figure provides 
evidence for the presence of a) living cells, having active membranes, and b) dead cells 
having non-functional membranes; since the particles are of the correct size and 
morphology typical of bacteria this picture provides further evidence that bacteria were 
sampled from the stratosphere at a height of 41 km. It is important to note that a large 
proportion of the particles on this membrane stained red and were therefore dead 
bacteria. This is not surprising considering the extreme environment provided by the 
stratosphere, a subject that will be discussed at length below. 
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Figure 2.7 Live/dead staining of bacteria-like particles on membrane (41 km) Dead cells 
stain red and living cells stain green. The clump of green cells (mid-left of centre) is 
approximately 5 microns across. 
When the membranes on which stratospheric samples had been deposited were stained 
with DAPI, fluorescent blue clumps of cells were seen, indicating that these clumps 
contain DNA. Of particular importance (as will be discussed later) is the fact that these 
clumps of bacterial cells exceed a diameter of 20 microns (Fig. 2.8). 
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Figure 2.8 ciumps or bacteria (circa 20 microns across) sampled from 28 km and 
stained with, the DNA stain, DAPI. 
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When the above findings were presented at internal Departmental seminars there was 
comment that Live/ Dead and DNA stain should not be used in the way they were 
applied above, and can only be confidently applied to stain particles known to be 
bacteria. As will be seen below, we have used DNA stains throughout our studies (they 
were also used in similar studies mentioned above by Harris et aL (2001) at Cardiff 
University) and we can see no logical reason why they cannot be used to stain DNA in 
unknown, or presumptive bacteria. As a result, we are confident that the use of DNA 
stains confirms the previously described scanning E/M work and we conclude that 
bacteria can be found in the stratosphere at a height of 41 km. 
2. B. 2.1 Mechanisms by which microorganisms could reach the stratosphere from 
Earth 
The possibility that the above findings result from contamination is obviously reduced 
by the fact that independent studies have demonstrated the presence of a stratospheric 
microflora. Since, however, a negative cannot be proven, it is impossible to rule out 
sampling or laboratory-based contamination. However, if we accept that microorganisms 
are indeed present in the stratosphere we are left to answer the following question: how 
did they get there? The obvious answer-that they were carried up from the Earth - 
unfortunately, presents a number of problems. Firstly, the tropopause (at an average 
height of 17 km) is generally thought to act as a barrier to the upward movement of 
particles (although not necessarily gases or volatiles). As a. result, particles must be 
ejected with force before they can pass through this barrier. Volcanic eruptions provide 
an obvious means by which particles could be ejected through the tropopause into the 
stratosphere. However, such eruptions occur infrequently and, since any particles 
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reaching the stratosphere are subject to sedimentation under gravity, such eruptions 
cannot provide a constant supply of stratospheric microorganisms. 
Although there seems to be no obvious means by which microorganisms could 
regularly reach 41 km; a number of possibilities can be suggested. For example, it is 
possible that particles, including microorganisms, are transported to the stratosphere in 
the updraft resulting from so-called blue lightning strikes. These are conical blue jets 
that travel upwards from cloud tops and travel at a hundred thousand metres per second 
to a height of 70 km, charging the atmosphere as they go (Pasko et al., 2002); whether 
microorganisms could survive such charging and the high rate of upward movement is 
of course open to question. 
Microorganisms might also be carried above the tropopause when thunderstorms and 
forest fires occur together. Apparently, forest fires strengthen thunderstonns, which then 
pump immense plumes of smoke and soot (as well as presumably microorganisms into 
the stratosphere (Fromm et al., 2004). 
Finally, so-called gravito-photophoresis (GP) might provide yet another mechanism by 
which microorganisms could reach the stratosphere (Rohatshek, 1996). As a result of 
GP, soot can be carried to a height of 10-20 km, and beyond. Calculated vertical 
velocities exceed settling velocities by a factor of 30, and it takes about 30 years to 
transport soot from 10-20 km, and a further 20 years to transport it from 20-80 km. The 
effect of GP is strongly altitude dependent with the lifting force most effective at an 
altitude of between 10 and 85 km. It is therefore possible that small microorganisms 
could be carried by this mechanism in soot particles. Such transfer would be particularly 
advantageous, since a coating of soot would protect the organisms from the damaging 
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effects of ultraviolet radiation, However, a major problem with this suggestion is that GP 
only works on soot particles of diameter around I gm; submicrometre-sized bacteria 
might however, reach the stratosphere by this mechanism, either independently or when 
travelling on soot particles. This caveat immediately excludes the possibility that fungal 
spores, which are relatively large, are carried up from the Earth to the stratosphere in this 
way. It is possible, however, that microscopic fragments of fungal hyphae are carried 
from Earth to this region and then, infrequently, cultured from stratospheric air samples. 
It is particularly noteworthy that bacteria and fungi growing under low nutrient (i. e. 
oligotrophic) conditions are usually much smaller than equivalent cells grown in nutrient 
rich envirom-nents (Wainwright et al., 1991); oligotrophically. growing microorganisms 
are therefore likely to be the requisite size to enable them to be transported through the 
stratosphere. 
2.13.2.2 Is the stratospheric microflora made up of two bacterial populations of 
distinct origin? 
The view that all of the microorganisms found in the stratosphere originate from Earth is 
questionable for the following reasons. Firstly, many of the clumps seen by scanning 
electron microscopy are relatively large. Harris et aL (2001), for example, reported 
clumps (exceeding 10-20 [trn across) of viable, but unculturable, bacteria. It is difficult to 
see how any mechanism could carry such large masses into the stratosphere (Fig. 2.8, 
2.9). 
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Figure 2.9 Scanning electron microscope image showing clunip of' bacterial cells of' 
cross section in excess of 10 microns (From I larris et al., 2001). 
It is also unlikely that a single bacteriUm, carried up to 41 kin, for example, WOUld 
replicate to tonn such a clunip undcr the extreme coliclitiOlIS prevailing at this ýIltitude. 
SUCIl CILIIIIP t'01-111allOll Might possibly havc occurrcd as the samples wci-c I)clllg 
processed in the laboratory, as they were being exposed froill freezing to rool" tell'- 
perature and prepared for scanning elcoron microscopy, I lowcvcr, since no nutrients 
were added at this stage, such replication and growth to form Clumps Would have had to 
have occurred under oligotrophic conditions; presumably such actively dividing bacterl, ' 
would have been readily Cultured, which was not the case (alternatively, bacteria might 
have physically ClUmped together). 
If such relatively large clumps ofbactena do in tact occur in the stratosphere then \\'c 
are left with the possibility thit they originate from space. Provisional evidence III 
support of' this view was recently provided by Narlikar ct al. (2003). Based oil the 
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determination of numbers of presumed bacteria at two heights in the stratosphere, they 
concluded that the viable, but non-culturable, bacteria that occur as clumps must be 
incoming to Earth, rather than exiting. 
2.13.2.3 A mechanism by which evolution may have been speeded up by the transfer 
of bacteria from Earth to the stratosphere 
It is possible that the transfer of bacteria (and other microorganisms) from Earth to the 
stratosphere may have impacted (and continue to impact) on bacterial evolution 
(Wainwright, 2007). The continued development of life on Earth has depended upon the 
presence of an atmosphere that shields the biota from the lethal effects of ultraviolet 
radiation. Such protection will necessarily have reduced the exposure of bacteria to the 
potentially mutagenic ultraviolet and other radiation. This problem can obviously be 
overcome if a mechanism exists whereby bacteria can be transferred from the relatively 
benign environment of Earth to the highly mutagenic conditions found in the 
stratosphere. The above described mechanisms provide a means by which such transfer 
of bacteria between Earth and the stratosphere can occur. Those bacteria that are 
mutated, but not killed, by exposure to stratospheric ultraviolet radiation (a mixture of 
UV-A, B and Q, will be returned to Earth as the result of sedimentation. The novel, 
multiple or increased number of mutations they carry with them will increase the 
mutation pool that is available for natural selection to act upon and, as a result, the rate 
of bacterial evolution will have been greater than if such evolution was solely dependent 
on mutations occurring below the stratosphere. It is likely that such mutations will occur 
most often in the lower regions of the stratosphere where numbers of bacteria are 
highest, and where residence times allow for rapid mutation, but not sterilization. Of 
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course, such a view is dependent on a large number of bacteria being exchanged 
between the Earth and the stratosphere. However, even if we consider volcanic transfer 
alone, the number of bacteria transferred is likely to be extremely large over the aeons 
that bacteria have existed on the Earth (Wainwright, 2007). 
2. B. 3 Conclusion 
Recent findings relating to the microbiology of the stratosphere suggest that there exist 
at least two separate populations of stratospheric microorganisms. One population 
consists of common Earth bacteria and fungi that are carried on a relatively regular basis 
(by phenomena such as blue lightning, fire-associated storms and GP) to heights above 
17 km; these organisms can be cultured, albeit rarely, from stratospheric air samples. 
The fact that such bacteria are, essentially, genetically identical to the same species 
derived from Earth suggests to us that they are from Earth, as it would seem highly 
unlikely that space-derived bacteria would have evolved at exactly the same rates as 
their Earth-derived counterparts. Occam's Razor can thereby be invoked: Earth-like 
bacteria come from Earth (Wainwright et al., 2003). 
The second component of the stratospheric bacterial population consists of bacteria 
that exist as relatively large clumps; this population is viable, but non-culturable. It is 
assumed here that such clumps (around 10-20 microns across) are too large to have 
briginated from Earth and their distribution in the atmosphere indicates that they have a 
non-terrestrial origin. Since the majority of bacteria found on Earth have yet to be 
cultured, the possibility exists that an unknown fraction of these bacteria may have 
originated from space. The possibility still remains however, that all components of the 
stratospheric microflora are incoming to Earth. I recognize of course that these views are 
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highly controversial and will need to be verified by further studies of the microbiology 
of the stratosphere. 
2. B. 3.1 Some suggested critiques of the above 
The above argument is based on the view that the samples did not grow during sample 
processing. The samples were collected by a cryosampler which means that they were 
obtained under conditions of low temperature and high pressure. It would seem highly 
unlikely that microoganisms could have grown under these conditions. Since the tubes 
were kept frozen prior to sampling it also remains unlikely that the 10-20 micron-plus 
bacterial clumps could have arisen during this period. This leaves the possibility that 
growth occurred during the sampling period, when the tubes were air-evacuated or were 
washed out. These processes took place at room temperature over a period of around A. 
It again appears unlikely that the bacterial clumps could have formed during this period, 
or while the membranes were stored at freezing prior to examination under the SEM. 
This is especially the case, since no nutrients were added at any stage during this 
processing, so the bacteria would need to have grown oligotrophically on the 
membranes. While all of these possibilities may have occurred, the balance of 
probabilities is that the ten microns clumps were sampled at 41 km and were not 
artefacts produced during laboratory processing. 
Finally, it is possible that the 10-20 microns plus clumps came from high flying aircraft, 
or from space debris associated with spent rockets and satellites etc. However, most 
commercial aeroplanes fly at 30,000 ft (approx. 10 km), well below the height of 41 km 
sampling point. It is likely that the outer surface of any high flying, military aircraft would 
undergo surface sterilization during heating as they approach the speed of sound. 
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Similarly rockets are likely to undergo sufficient surface heating during passage through 
the atmosphere to sterilise their surfaces. However, the possibility that the 10 micron-plus 
particle masses arose from the above sources cannot be ruled out. Again it is a question of 
probability. What is the probability of a relatively small amount of space junk or high 
flying aircraft contributing particles to the balloon sampler? Although not impossible, this 
would appear unlikely. This is especially the case since Narlikar et al. (2003) calculated, 
based on the number of DNA-stainable particles on stra: tospheric filters, that the dafly 
mass input of bacteria onto Earth would be around a third of tonne. If this calculation is 
correct, then it is clearly unlikely that all such bacteria could have originated from space 
debris, rockets and aeroplanes. 
It should be noted that considerable effort went into avoiding contamination of the 
collection apparatus by microorganisms from the balloon; such efforts were based on 
calculations which showed that the sampling devise would never pass through the 
airspace under the balloon in the time taken for microbes to fall and contaminate the 
sampling airspace. 
2. B. 3.2 The potential role of small bacteria in relation to transfer of life from the 
Earth to the stratosphere 
Most commonly studied bacteria, when grown in the laboratory are of dimension around 
lum. This fact has tended to cloud the perception of microbiologists to view this 
dimension as the "normal" size of bacteria. However, it is becoming increasingly clear 
that sub-micron bacteria exist in the envirom-nent. The importance of this fact to 
astrobiology lies in the fact that the smaller the bacterium, the more likely it is to be 
elevated from Earth to the stratosphere. Thus, while it seems difficult to explain how a 
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one micron-sized particle could be transferred from Earth to 41 krn (in the absence of 
volcanoes and impact events), it becomes increasingly more likely that a sub-micron 
particle could be elevated to this height, with the probability of this occurring increasing 
with decreasing bacterium size. Similarly, it is likely that a sub-micron bacterium would 
have a longer residence time in the stratosphere, compared to a micron-plus sized 
bacterium. 
Small forms of bacteria have been reported from all terrestrial environments. A 
particularly interesting study was reported by Bakken and Olsen (1987), who found that 
the majority of bacteria, seen by direct microscopic counts, were small forms (less than 
I gm); they concluded that the majority of these small bacteria are not small forms of 
ordinary bacteria induced by starvation which then resort to "normal" sized bacteria on 
nutrient-rich media. While soil plate counts tend to count medium-large bacterial cells 
the small forms are almost totally excluded from this isolation approach. It is well 
known that starvation reduces the size of both bacteria and fungi and that 
microorganisms growing oligotrophically are also much smaller than similar, 
copiotrophically, growing cells. We thus appear to have present in the environment, 
stable small bacteria and bacteria whose size depends upon the nutrient conditions under 
which they are growing. Many natural environments are oligotrophic; it is expected that 
in these, small (nutrient dependent) forms of bacteria will predominate. The work of 
Bakken and Olsen (1987) and others clearly shows that there exists a population of 
stable, small bacteria (ultramicrobacteria) in the oceans. Whatever their origin, such 
small forms are likely to be more readily transferred to the stratosphere than are one 
micron-plus sized bacteria; it is therefore important to determine whether such small 
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forms are common in the Earth environment. Recent work in this laboratory has 
confirmed findings reported from elsewhere, showing that sea water is a particularly 
good source of so-called "filterable bacteria", that is bacteria that can pass through 0.45 
and 0.22 pm membrane filters. There have also been a limited number of reports of 
marine bacteria or bacterial forms being capable of passing through 0.1 pm filters (Lillis 
and Bissonette, 2001). 
Fischer and Velimorov (2000) concluded that the rod morphotypes have more potential 
to produce viable cells with minimal volumes than spherical morphotypes. It would 
therefore be expected that filterable bacteria would be predominantly rod-shaped, and 
thi5 appears to be borne out by the literature. As a result, we might also expect bacteria 
in the stratosphere to be predominantly rod-shaped, and again there are indications that 
species of Bacillus predominate, although not exclusively, the stratospheric bacterial 
flora (Shivaji et aL, 2006). 
As a generalisation then, it is more likely that a small, sub-micron bacteria would 
have a greater chance of being elevated from Earth to the stratosphere, than a "normal 
micron-plus, sized bacterium; this assumption is independent of the mechanism 
involved in such a transfer. As a result, it would be of obvious interest to determine if 
sub-micron bacteria can be regularly isolated from environments on Earth, notably sea 
water. 
2. C Fungi in the stratosphere 
2. C. 1 Introduction 
If the enigma of how bacteria get to heights of 41 km in the stratosphere presents a 
problem, then the question of how fungi achieve such heights is even more difficult to 
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explain. This is simply because fungi are bigger, both in terms of their vegetative 
biomass (i. e. the hyphae) and their reproductive forms, namely spores. It has already 
been noted that Imshenetsky et al. (1978) isolated a range of fungi from heights up to, 
and exceeding, 60 km, while the presence of these organisms in the stratosphere at 
heights of 20 and 41 km has more recently been confirmed. If we assume that fungal 
hyphae and spores have an average diameter of 4 gm, a size which would have difficulty 
crossing into the stratosphere, then we are presented with the problem of finding smaller 
forms of these organisms that might be able to cross the tropopause by the various 
mechanisms described above in relation to the transport of bacteria into the stratosphere. 
We are therefore left needing to find small forms of hyphae and or spores than can be 
lifted to heights above 17 km; such small forms, as is the case with bacteria, would need 
to be sub-micron in diameter. 
The most obvious means by which small forms of fungi might be generated is by 
either starvation, or oligotrophic growth. Here we define starvation as a period of 
nutrient-deficiency imposed after a period of nutrient sufficiency (Wainwright et aL, 
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1991). Oligotrophic growth in contrast is the state in which fungi are pennanently 
growing under low nutrient conditions and are thereby adjusted to this condition; 
oligitrophy does not thereby constitute a stressed state for fungi, in fact it is the state in 
which fungi most frequently exist in the common environments of Earth, which are 
oligrotophic, (e. g. fresh waters, seawater and soils) and away from decomposing organic 
matter or the rhizosphere. Under both conditions, fungal hyphae and fungal spores have 
been found to decrease in size. Under oligotrophic conditions, fungi also lose their 
ability to produce complex spore bearing structures such as the phialide-masses found in 
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species of Penicillium, instead they resort to the less nutrient-consuming state of 
microcycle conidiation, in which small spores are formed on simple hyphal tips 
(Wainwright etal., 1991) 
The aim of the work discussed below was therefore to determine if by starvation or 
growth under oligotrophic conditions, fungi could be induced to produce sub-micron 
forms that could be readily elevated to the stratosphere. 
2. C. 2 Materials and Methods 
A culture of Penicillium Sp. was grown without nutrient conditions for a period of 7 
days. The small amount of biomass formed was divided into two. One portion was then 
examined under the scanning electron microscope, while the other was transferred to a 
Universal bottle, to be broken down. This was achieved by adding glass beads to the 
bottle containing mycelium and water and the bottle was shaken ovemight at high speed. 
The resultant smashed hyphae was then transferred to a filter apparatus (0.4 Pm) and 
allowed to pass through the filter under gravity into the bottom half of the apparatus 
which contained sterile Czapek Dox medium. The apparatus was then incubated at 25C 
and periodically checked for the presence of fungal growth. 
2. C. 3 Results and Conclusion 
The SEM studies of oligotrophically grown Penicillium show that fungal growth, in the 
absence of added nutrients, led to a reduction in the size of both hyphae and spores. 
However, the size reduction was only in the region of a fifty percent decrease, with the 
result that both growth forms were reduced to a size of approximately 2 gm. Growth 
was not observed in the medium in the bottom of the filtration apparatus; this shows that 
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when the oligotrophically-grown mycelium was smashed, no viable pieces of less than 
0.4 micron were produced. 
It appears that oligotrophic growth does not lead to a sufficiently small reduction in 
the size of both fungal hyphae and spores to achieve the size (less than I Pm) which 
would be readily transferred from Earth to the stratosphere. Evidence for the presence of 
fungi in the stratosphere, therefore remains a problem, which, currently, cannot be 
explained. If it is difficult to explain how aI micron-sized bacterial cell can reach a 
height of for example, 41 kin, then it is even more difficult to explain how fungi can do 
so when they occur in the Earth's environment at a size approaching 2 Pin. The only 
obvious solution is that fungi are coming into Earth from space. This conclusion can, of 
course, still be argued against if it assumed that the findings of Imshenetsky (1978), 
Wainwright et al. (2003) and Griffin (2004,2007), result from contamination, either in 
the collection, or processing, of samples. , 
2. D Studies on the Red Rain phenomenon 
2. D. 1 Introduction 
Between July and September, 2001 an unusual Red Rain fell on the State of Kerala in 
India (Anon, 2001). Scientific interest in Red Rain is based largely on claims by Louis 
and Kumar (2006) that Red Rain is biological in nature, is relatively rich in silicon, but 
lacks DNA. As the result of these, and some other properties of Red Rain, these authors 
suggested that Red Rain may have arrived to Earth from space. The exclusive 
opportunity was given to us to examine the biological properties of Red Rain, when 
samples were forwarded to Sheffield by Dr Louis. 
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2. D. 2 Materials and Methods 
2. D. 2.1 Scanning electron microscopy 
The cells were air dried using a dryer directly onto an aluminium stub and examined. 
using an environmental scanning electron microscope. 
2. D. 2.2 Staining with DNA probes 
Red Rain cells were re-suspended in Milli-Q purified, distilled water and aI ml sample 
was sonicated on ice for WO seconds at amplitude of 15 microns using. a Sanyo 
Soniprep 150 (MSE). Ten second cooling intervals ensured that the sample was not 
overheated. Approximately I in 10 cells were lysed. The samples were the subjected to a 
further 6 periods of sonication at the same amplitude, each lasting 30 seconds with a 10 
second cooling interval. SYBR Green II was diluted 1: 10 in 50 mM Tris-HCI buffer, pH 
8.0 and examined using a fluorescent light microscope. 
2. D. 3 Results and Discussion 
Red Rain cells, as seen under the light microscope are shown in Fig. 2.10. Under these 
conditions the red cells seen with naked eye look greenish, They are about 5 microns in 
diameter and have thick cell walls. 
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Figure 2.10 Indian Red Rain seen under the light microscope the cells are circa 5 
microns across. 
Since all organisms on Earth contain DNA, the claims that Red Rain lacks DNA is or 
obvious interest. As a result, the work reported here was mainly focused on determining 
if DNA could be detected in Red Rain cells using sensitive, fluorescent microscope 
stains. Some uninfon-ned, media opinion has suggested that the Red Rain is dust, fat 
globules or red blood corpuscles. However, the studies by Louis and Kurnar (2006) 
clearly show that the redness or the Kerala rain is due to the presence of cells. This is 
confirmed by the scanning electron microscope image show in Fig. 2.11; the suggestion 
that these cells are erythrocytes is doubtless based on the annular-like appearance 
induced by exposure to the high vacuum of the scanning electron microscope. 
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Figure 2.11 Scanning electron micrograph showing Indian Red Rain cells (insert, shows 
detail ot'llagelluni-like appendage, scale bar does not apply to insert. 
However, as Fig. 2.11 shows, sorne cells arc sufficicntly rigid to aVOILI tills cITcct and 
appear as spheres, approximately 4 pm In diameter. These cells were found to be 
insoluble in carbon tetrachloride, and are clearly not Cat globules. The cells also dO "Ot 
stain with Gram's iodine, SLIggesting that they lack Stal-CII, a typiCal Stol*age PI'OLILlCt (11' 
green algae. The cells are morphologically similar to red algae (notahly species of 
Porphlyridium) but do not contain tile stellate chloroplasts that are typical of' this z119,1. 
The morphology of the cells, taken together with other biological characteristics, cleill-lY 
show that Red Rain is not made up of dust pal-ticles, z, Iact confinned when FDAX 
analysis ofthe cells indicated tile presence ofcarbon, but no 111111c"ýIl clell1clIts, 11161(11149 
silicon; tills last result that Contradicts the findings of' 1, ouls and KL1111ZII' (2006) that tllc 
Red Rain cells contain silicon. Red Rain cells generally lack any external StRICtures, 
although very occasionally (Fig. 2.11), flagellum-like appendages are seen emerplig 
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from the cell wall. Scanning electron microscope studies also show that clumps of Red 
Rain cells are often held together by a mucilage-like material. 
Red Rain cells proved very resistant to the cellular disruptive effects of sonication, a 
fact that presents a problem since adequate cell-disruption is essential if the cellular 
components of Red Rain, including DNA, are to be sufficiently exposed to allow for 
them to be detected. 
After exposure to a high degree of sonication, disrupted Red Rain cells were treated 
with a variety of fluorescent stains to determine if, as suggested by Louis and Kumar 
(2006), they lack DNA. As. Figure 2.12 shows that the cells fluoresced when exposed to 
SYBR Green 11 fluorescent stain, a stain that detects both DNA and RNA. 
Figure 2.12 Sonicated Indian Red Rain cells stained with SYBER-Green 11. 
Images taken using white light and UV, show that the fluorescence exactly 
corresponded to the location of the cells. Similar fluorescent staining of the Red Rain 
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cells was achieved using the DNA sensitive stains DAPI (Vectashield, Mounting 
Medium with DAPI, H-1200), (Fig. 2.13) ethidium bromide and Live/Dead Stain 
Baclight (Molecular Probes) (Figs. 2.14,2.15). Not surprisingly, the sonicated cells did 
I 
not stain green, to indicate the presence of intact, functioning membranes, following the 
application of live /dead stain. No evidence was found to suggest that these results were 
due to auto fluorescence by Red Rain cells. Tests for autofluorescence in unstained 
Indian Red Rain cells when exposed to UV light were always negative, as shown in Fig. 
2.16. These results show that, contrary to the finings of Louis and Kumar (2006), Red 
Rain does in fact contain DNA. 
The Red Rain cells look similar to small uredospores (also termed urediniospores) of 
rust fungi, large numbers of uredospores are released, and form extensive air-borne 
clouds, in various parts of the world where wheat and other, rust susceptible crops, are 
grown. However, the cells do not appear to contain chitin (as indicated by lack of 
fluorescence when stained with Calcaflor, Sigma), nor have any germ tubes, typically 
found when uredospores germinate, been seen emerging from the Red Rain cells, 
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Figure 2.13 Sonicated Indian Red Rain cells a) unstained and b) stained with the DNA 
stain, DAPI. 
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Figure 2.14 Sonicated Indian Red Rain as seen under light microscope (a), and b) after 
staining with ethidiurn bromide under the fluorescence microscope. 
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Figure 2.15 Live/Dead Staining of sonicated Indian Red Rain. 
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Figure 2.16 Exposure of Indian Red Rain to UV light for 48secs to check for 
auto fluorescence. 
These results tell us nothing about the origin of Red Rain. The fact that the Red Rain 
cells contain DNA obviously suggests the possibility that they originated from Earth. It 
is important however, to note that the theory of panspermia does not necessarily suggest 
that microorganisms arriving to Earth from space will be novel to the extent of being 
devoid of DNA. Louis and Kumar (2006) point out that the appearance of Red Rain in 
Kerala was associated with a meteorite-associated air burst; further claims by them that 
Red Rain exhibits unusual biological properties (including growth at 300'C) and has a 
panspermic origin. Should these claims be verified by further work, then the Red Rain 
cells are indeed unusual. 
There have also been suggestions that the Red Rain of Kerala is an alga of the genus 
Trentepohlia (Sampath et al., 2001); however, if this is the case, it remains difficult to 
explain how this alga could have reached the atmosphere in such large quantities. 
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Figure 2.17 UK Red Rain under a light microscope (The cell is approximately 20 
microns across). 
Comparison of Indian and UK Red Rains 
The two types of rain are substantially different with regard to their morphologies. Both 
types of rain are clearly red when viewed with the naked eye, although when viewed 
under the light microscope, the UK rain is clearly brighter and redder in colour than the 
Indian version (Fig. 2.17). Under the light microscope, the two types of rain are again 
seen to be substantially different (Compare Fig. 2.10 and 2.17). The Indian Red Rain is 
approximately 5 microns in diameter compared to the much UK rain cells, which is 
approximately 20 microns in diameter. The UK Red Rain is also spheroid compared to 
the more ovate morphology of the Indian Red Rain. Both cells appear to have contained 
within them, smaller, or daughter, cells, The UK Red Rain is also noticeably a richer 
mix of organisms, bacteria, algae and fungi, than is the Indian Red Rain, which is less 
heavily contaminated. 
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In conclusion, the cells of the two types of Red Rains studied here differ in their 
morphologies and clearly represent two different organisms, which presumably have a 
different origin, although this does not imply that either has by necessity, an 
extraterrestrial origin. I 
A ýumber of historical accounts of the Red Rain phenomenon have been reported, 
most of which have been attributed to desert dusts, although in the early 1800s, 
Ehrenberg commented on a biological nature of some rains (Anon, I 852). The Kerala Red 
Rain event appears therefore not to have been the first time that large quantities of Red 
Rain have fallen, the results from the UK show that it is certainly not the last and that the 
deposition of large amounts of biological material to Earth in rain water may be -a 
common event. 
2. E Studies on the survival of A subtilis in sulphuric acid in relation to the 
stratosphere 
2. E. 1 Introduction 
As has already been mentioned, the stratosphere can be regarded as a very extreme , 
environment for such growth and survival of bacteria and other microorganisms. Since 
the residence time of bacteria in this region is likely to be short, we need here to 
emphasise the factors that may influence their survival, however, residence times for 
particles the size of very small bacteria may reach 6 months, thereby allowing time for 
growth to occur should conditions be suitable. The questions that need to be asked-are: 
could bacteria a) survive in the stratosphere and then be capable of growing when 
transferred to media on Earth? and b) could they grow, while present in the stratosphere, 
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from very small forms to the large, 10 micron-plus clumps found on stratospheric 
membranes? 
Amongst the major factors that might limit the survival and growth of bacteria, and 
other microorganisms in the stratosphere is the presence of strong acids, e. g. sulphuric, 
hydrochloric and nitric acids. The aim of the research reported in this section of the 
Thesis was therefore to determine the effects of concentrated sulphuric acid on the 
survival of Bacillus subtilis, and to determine if volcanic ash is able to protect bacteria 
from any potential lethal effect of sulphuric acid. 
2. E. 2 Materials and Methods 
2. E. 2.1 The effect of sulphuric acid on freeze dried A subtilis. 
A liquid culture for B. subtilis was prepared for freeze dried. Freeze dried B. subtilis 
(0.02 g) was placed in eight sterilized tubes. Ten ml of (0.0,0.25,0.50,1.00,1.25,2.50, 
5.00, and 10.00%) concentrations of sulphuric acid were added, and the tubes were then 
incubated for seven days at 25'C. An aliquot of 0.1 ml from each tube was next plated 
onto LB Agar medium, four plates of each concentration, and then incubated for two 
days at the above mentioned temperature. 
2. E. 2.2 Does volcanic ash protect A subtilis from sulphuric acid? 
The effect of the weathered volcanic ash on the interaction between sulphuric acid and 
B. subtills was next determined. Two samples of weathered volcanic ash were collected 
from Mt Tiede on Tenerife (3000 meter above sea level). Ten g samples were then 
transferred to a 250 ml flask; triplicates were made for each soil. Then 50 ml of distilled 
water was added to each flask which was then autoclaved for 15 minutes in order to 
sterilize the soil. B. subtilis (I ml) was added to each flask and incubated at 25"C for two 
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days. All of the contents of the flasks content were poured in sterilized filters (0.02 gm) 
and left at 25C for seven days till the soil on the filters became air dried. Then 2g of 
each dried soil were put in eight sterilized tubes. Ten ml of the following concentrations 
(0.0,0.25,0.50,1.00,1.25,2.50,5.00, and 10.00%) of sulphuric acid were added to the 
soil in the tubes then incubated for seven days at 25"C. Aliquots (0.1 ml) from each tube 
was plated onto LB agar medium, three plates of each concentration, and then incubated 
for two days. 
2. E. 3 Results and Discussion 
Figure 2.18 shows that sulphuric acid, at a concentration of 0.5%, markedly reduced the 
colony count of B. subtilis, although some bacteria survived; concentrations above 1.5% 
however, completely inhibited the growth of this baýterium. An interesting paradoxical 
effect was seen at the 1% concentration where numbers of bacteria increased compared 
to the 0.5% concentration. It is clear therefore that a substantial number of cells of B. 
subfilis survived these high concentrations of acid. Although it is difficult to determine 
the likely concentration of sulphuric acid in the stratosphere; it is however, unlikely ever 
to reach a value as high as I%v/v, a fact indicating that bacteria are unlikely to be 
completely inhibited in the stratosphere by the presence of sulphuric acid. It is not clear 
why a proportion of the bacterial inoculum, used here, survives acid exposure. Survival 
of B. subtilis in the stratosphere in the presence of sulphuric acid i*s likely to depend on 
the number of bacteria present and the proportion of these that are resistant to the acid, 
such variables are impossible at the moment to determine. However, we can conclude 
that there is no a priori reason why B. subtilis should not survive in the presence of 
sulphuric acid in the stratosphere. 
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Figure 2.18 The effect of sulphuric acid on survival of B. subtills. 
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Figure 2.19 Influence of two types of volcanic ash (a, b) on the effect of sulphuric acid 
on B. subtilis. 
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It was expected that the *addition of alkaline volcanic ash might reduce the toxic effect of 
sulphuric acid on B. subtilis. As Fig. 2.19 shows however, the opposite was the case, 
since in the presence of two types of volcanic ash no bacteria survived at any 
concentration of acid. Possibly toxic materials, such as heavy metals, were leached from 
the ash by the acid and this added a further toxic parameter to the system. This results 
show how difficult it is to accurately simulate an envirom-nent like the stratosphere, 
whose physical and chemical make up is often unknown, but is expected to be highly 
variable. Ozone, for example is a potentially important biocide which is found in the 
stratosphere and troposphere. In the former region, it is formed when molecular oxygen 
is split into free radicals by the action of the UV present in solar radiation; some of this 
ozone is transported to the tropopause, where it can also be formed by the photochemical 
oxidation of hydrocarbons. Stratospheric ozone plays an important role in protecting the 
biosphere of Earth from bVB and UVC (Staehelin et aL, 2006). Ozone is however, 
capable of inhibiting bacteria and fungi, although it is not clear if such inhibition would 
occur at the low temperatures found in the stratosphere; clearly this is an important area 
for future research 
Of course the simple answer to the question- do bacteria survive the presence of 
sulphuric acid, and other potential limiting factors, such as ozone, is yes. This 
conclusion is based on the fact that, as we have seen, viable bacteria have been isolated 
from this region by a number of different workers. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
STUDIES ON THE GROWTH OF BACTERIA IN A 
SIMULATED COMETARY NUTRIENT ENVIRONMENT 
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3.1 Introduction 
The Theory of cometary panspermia of Hoyle and Wickramasinghe suggests that comets 
act as the breeding ground and source of bacteria and other microorganisms which are 
then spread throughout the cosmos via the process of neopanspermia (Wickramasinghe, 
2005). If this theory is correct then it must obviously be possible for bacteria to live and 
replicate in comets. The general understanding of comets is that they are cold and 
inhospitable places in which life could not exist. Recent studies on comets, including 
information provided by the Temple I mission however, show that such views are 
misplaced, and that comets could act as ideal "incubators" for bacterial life, as suggested 
by the Hoyle and Wickramasinghe hypothesis (Wickramasinghe, 2005). The aim of the 
work discussed in this section of the Thesis was to detennine if Earth bacteria could 
grow under the nutrient conditions likely to prevail in comets. It should be noted that the 
general conditions found in comets were not simulated in these experiments. The initial 
aim was to determine if bacteria could grow under cometary, nutrient conditions. 
Obviously if they were incapable of doing so, then further studies on cometary growth of 
bacteria under a variety of physical conditions would be pointless, since it could be 
argued that bacteria simply could not be sustained by the nutrient conditions available in 
comets. 
Studies have shown that comets contain a mix of carbonaceous components, including 
hydrocarbons, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, HCN, formaldehyde and carbon monoxide 
(Mumma and Reuter, 1989 and Fomenkova et al., 1994), all of which can act as 
substrates for microbial growth. Halley's comet also contains particles rich in the light 
elements, hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen. Although it is unclear if free oxygen exists in 
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comets, they certainly contain water and can reach temperatures of 40'C, factors which 
substantially increase their suitability as life supporting envirom-nents. Glycolaldehyde 
was used in the following studies, because it is a common compound found in space and 
comets (Hudson and Moore, 2005) and might therefore act as a carbon source for space 
microbes. 
3.1.1 A note on the bacterial inoculum used in these studies 
The type of bacterial inoculurn used in these studies is extremely important since it is 
necessary to avoid using bacteria that have become acclimatised to the high nutrient 
conditions prevailing when bacteria are grown in the laboratory. Such growth leads to 
bacteria that are essentially laboratory conditioned and have nutrient-utilisation 
characteristics that are markedly different from bacteria which have grown continuously 
under natural environmental conditions. This is particularly the case, since many natural 
environments are nutrient limited and the bacteria they support grow oligotrophically, 
under low nutrient conditions. To avoid using such lab-conditioned bacteria, a novel 
approach had to be used to provide the inoculurn for these experiments. Essentially the 
simulated cometary nutrient environment was merely exposed to the atmosphere (on 
windless nights) and any bacteria floating down into the Petri dishes acted as the 
(potentially mixed) inoculum. Any bacteria that grew (assuming some did) in the 
nutrient solution were then identified and regarded as being capable of living in the 
nutrient conditions prevailing in comets. This approach had the advantage of using 
bacteria that were not conditioned to laboratory growth and which had probably been 
growing oligotrophically in an Earth environment. Of course, the possibility exists that 
such bacteria originated from comets, or other panspermic origins; however, since no 
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method of demonstrating this possibility could be devised, it is assumed that any 
bacterium growing in the simulated nutrient environment originated from Earth. 
Oligotrophy is the ability of heterotrophic microorganisms to scavenge carbon 
substrates (liquid and gases) from their environment. By using this growth strategy, 
oligotrophic microorganisms can live in environments lacking readily available carbon 
or nutrients. Since it is likely that many environments in space will contain only small 
amounts of nutrients oligotrophy is obviously relevant to the study of the microbial 
colonization of other planets. 
Oligotrophy is extremely common amongst terrestrial bacteria and fungi, with most 
microorganisms being facultative in this respect; i. e. they can grow, producing large 
amounts of biomass, in the presence of copious -amounts of substrates and then switch to 
oligotrophic growth when carbon substrates are rare (Wainwright et al., 1991). 
Oligotrophy is usually considered in relation to carbon (i. e. oligocarbotrophy) but 
microorganisms can also scavenge traces of other nutrients such as nitrogen 
(oligonitrotrophy) and phosphorus (oligophosphotrophy); indeed it seems that all 
nutrients required by microorganisms can be scavenged oligotrophically; either from 
liquids, volatiles or gases. The ability to scavenge nitrogen oligotrophically allows 
microorganisms to exist in low nutrient environments even if they lack the ability to fix 
dinitrogen. 
Oligotrophy is not synonymous with "starvation" which is a state properly defined as 
"a period of nutrient stress imposed on microorganisms after a period of growth under 
nutrient sufficient conditions". Rather than starving, oligotrophs grow in balance with 
the available nutrients. In order to achieve this balance, oligotrophs produce only small 
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amounts of biomass and are generally much reduced in size compared to when growing 
in nutrient rich conditions (so-called copiotrophy) . Under oligotrophic conditions, fungi, 
for example, produce very fine hyphae and form complex mycelial networks (referred to 
as gossamers), both of which lead to an increase in surface area which facilitates 
efficient nutrient scavenging. Fungi also tend to avoid producing complex spore-bearing 
structures when growing oligotrophically, and instead - reproduce by microcycle 
conidiation, a growth strategy which results in the formation of 'very small spores 
(Wainwright et aL 199 1). 
Oligotrophy is obviously relevant to the question of microbial growth in space, since 
in many such environments carbon, and other nutrients will always, or periodically, be 
in short supply and under these conditions heterotrophic microorganisms will need to 
scavenge trace amounts of whatever nutrients are available. In order do so bacteria and 
fungi have developed mixotrophy that is the ability to scavenge and utilise trace amounts 
of a wide variety of nutrients (Wainwright et aL 199 1). 
The aim of the work reported in this thesis was to determine if airborne 
microorganisms are able to grow oligotrophically in the absence of an added carbon 
substrates and also in the presence of carbon substrates that might be available in the 
space environment notably comets. In this case, the cometary nutrient environment was 
based on recent findings showing that comets are rich in silicon and water and contain a 
range of organic compounds, notably polyaromatic hydrocarbons. 
3.2 Material and Methods 
Silica gel medium was used in these studies to act as solid surface substrate. This is 
similar to agar, but is composed of colloidal silica and is free of added nutrients (see 
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below). The silica gel medium was prepared using ultra pure water and was poured into 
glass petri dishes, pre-cleaned to remove organic contaminants using sulphuric acid 
(80%v/v) and then washed again with ultrapure water. 
3.2.1 Silica gel medium (Parkinson et al., 1989) 
To make silica gel medium, three solutions need to be prepared. 
I- Salts solution 
The following table shows the composition of Salts Solution which is added to 1000 ml 
of double purified distilled water (pdw) then autoclaved 
No Substance Quantity (g) Note 
I KH2PO4 1.0 
2 KCI 0.5 
3 MgS04.7H20 0-5 
4 FeS04.7H20 0.01 Added after autoclaving 
2- Orthophosphoric Acid 
Orthophosphoric acid (20 ml) was added to 100 ml of pdw. 
3- Potassium silicate 
Potassium hydroxide (7 g) was dissolved in 100 pdw then added to 10 g of silicic acid 
Medium preparation: 
Salts solution (10 ml was mixed with 10 ml of potassium silicate solution in each Petri 
dish. After the addition of these quantities to all the Petri dishes needed in the 
experiments, 2 ml of orthophosphoric acid solution was added to each mixture and 
immediately mixed. Then the gel set in about 15 minutes. 
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3.2.2 Addition of carbon source to simulate the cometary nutrient environment 
The surface of the gel was amended with (0.1 ml) of one of the following carbon sources 
(0.0 1% w/v), naphthalene or glycolaldehyde. 
3.2.3 Exposure of the silica gel medium to the atmosphere 
The lid of the glass Petri dish was removed and the surface of the gel was exposed to the 
outside ambient air (for 8 hours), allowing microorganisms to fall from the atmosphere 
onto the gel surface; these then acted as the sole microbial inoculants. After such 
exposure, the petri dish (sterilized) lid was replaced and the dish was incubated at 25T. 
The experiment was repeated, but in this case the plates were incubated in gas jars 
anacrobically in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Ten dishes were 
incubated under each condition and ten controls were included which the nutrient 
medium lacked any added carbon source. After exposure, the plates were examined at 
intervals for surface grow1h using a low power microscope. Further examination was 
conducted using high power and environmental scanning electron microscopy. Bacteria 
growing on the surface of the exposed silica gel plates were transferred to Nutrient Agar 
(Oxoid) for culture (250C). 
3.2.4 Simulated comet experiments 
3.2.4.1 NASA prescription for a simulated comet. 
A simulated comet mixture (lacking added carbon and other nutrients) was prepared as 
given in (Table 3.1). (From NASA, How to Make Comet Soup: 
www. nasa. gov/mission_pages/deepimpact/multimedia/ingredients09O7O5. html). 
The simulated comet mixture was divided into three portions, each being added to one 
of three sterile glass Petri dishes (washed with concentrated sulphuric, to remove traces 
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of carbon and then ultrapure water). Double purified water (20 ml) was then added to 
I 
each Petri dish; all dishes were then left uncovered, outdoors overnight (in a calm dry 
night). The Petri dishes were then covered with new sterilized glass covers and 
incubated for 24 hours at 25"C. A sample (0.1 ml) of the liquid from each dish was then 
taken and plate onto Nutrient Agar (Oxoid) medium and then incubated, aerobically, for 
48 hours at 250C. 
Table 3.1 The composition of the simulated comets (wetted with double distilled water). 
Composition Weight (g) 
-Enstalite 1.0 
Olivine 1.0 
Dolomite 1.0 
Magnesium aluminate, single crystal 
substrate <I I>, 99.99% 
0.18 
3.2.4.2 Silica gel experiment 
Silica gel media was prepared. Some plates were used with nutrient free silica gel. 
Others received non-carbon nutrients A. To gel B was added naphthalene (0.1% w/v) 
and gel C, glycolaldehyde dimer (Table 3.2) as potential carbon sources. Six plates of 
each type were exposed to air outside the laboratory overnight (on a windless night). 
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Table 3.2 Composition of silica gels containing nutrients; A, carbon free, B, containing 
naphthalene (0.1 % w/v), C, containing glycolaldehyde dimer (0.1 % w/v). 
No A B C 
1 Ammonium sulphate Ammonium sulphate Ammonium sulphate 
(NH4) S04 (NH4) S04 (NH4) S04 
2 Calcium phosphate Calcium phosphate Calcium phosphate 
(monobasic) (Monobasic) (monobasic) 
3 Sodium sulphate Sodium sulphate Sodium sulphate 
anhydrous anhydrous anhydrous 
4 Potassium hydrogen Potassium hydrogen Potassium hydrogen 
carbonate (KHC03) carbonate (KHC03) carbonate (KHC03) 
5 Naphthalene Glycolaldehyde dimer 
Sterilized distilled water (10 ml) was added to each plate and then left for 15 minutes 
then 0.1 ml were taken from each plate was then plated onto solid Nutrient Agar (Oxoid) 
medium and incubated in aerobic and anaerobic conditions for 24 hours. Triplicates 
were made for each plate. 
3.2.5 Isolation of atmospheric fungi 
Nutrient-free silica gels were also exposed to the atmosphere and unintentionally left at 
room temperature (circa 18"C) and fungi were isolated (Note, we have noticed that fungi 
often prefer a variable room temperature/light regime for growth than constant 25"C). 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Simulated Comet Experiments 
3.3.1.1 NASA prescription for a simulated comet 
Bacteria were isolated using Nutrient Agar, from the nutrient and carbon free simulated 
comet mixture which had been left overnight outside. The bacterium was a single 
species, present at a density of 1.5 x 104 colonies per ml of extract (1.5xl 03 per gram of 
comet mixture). The bacterium was independently identified, using 16SrDNA as 
Acinetobacter (genome species 3). 
Recent studies have shown that comets contain a wide variety of carbon nutrient, for 
bacteria growth, including polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), like naphthalene, and 
carbon rich gases, like methane (Kawakita, 2003). It has been suggested that the building 
blocks for life on Earth were, in fact, delivered by comets and the range of carbon 
compounds present includes sugar and amino acids. This study shows that bacteria, 
present in the Earth atmosphere, can grow on simulated comet mixtures which lack 
added carbon and nitrogen (although potassium and phosphorus are present in the rock 
material added). Clearly, if bacteria can grow in comet mixtures to which no carbon and 
nitrogen has been added, then they can grow in native comet material, which we know 
contains a large amount of a variety of carbon and nitrogen compounds. As a result, we 
can confidently predict that bacteria can grow in comets, at least with regard to their 
nutrient status. Note of course, that when the mixture was exposed to the air, it was 
exposed to normal atmospheric nutrients, which might have supported bacterial growth; 
however, such nutrients are present in far lower concentrations in the Earth's atmosphere 
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than in comets. The experiment described above, of course tells us nothing about 
potential bacterial growth under the physical conditions prevailing on comets. 
3.3.1.2 Silica Gel experiments 
Nutrient free silica gel and gels containing nutrients, but not a carbon source (A) (Table 
3.2) and gels containing nutrients plus a carbon source in the form of naphthalene (B), 
and glycolaldehyde dimer (C) were exposed to the Earth's atmosphere as in the comet 
mixture experiments described above. Bacteria were only isolated from (B), that is, 
silica gel containing nutrients and naphthalene as the carbon sourcle; the average number 
of bacteria (from 6 exposed gel plates) was 2.92 x, 107 colonies per ml (aerobic) and 1.06 
X 107 colonies per ml (anaerobic). The aerobic colonies comprised a single bacterium 
which was independently identified as Sphingomonas aerolata (see Appendix A), (the 
anaerobic bacterium was not identified, but has identical morphology to aerobic isolate. 
3.3.2 Isolation of atmospheric fungi 
Nutrient-free silica gels were exposed to the atmosphere and unintentionally left at room 
temperature (circa, 18*C). After 7 days of incubation, the surface of the silica gel was 
examined (visually and using a microscope), for fungal and bacterial growth. Fungal 
colonies (restricted to less than ten per plate) were seen on all of the plates after they had 
been aerobically, anaerobically (in an atmosphere Of C02 and H2). The fungi seen (Fig. 
3.1) usually consisted of very fine (circa I gm) sterile, hyphae which fort-ned grooves in 
the silica gel; this is assumed to be due to solubilisation of the gel by the hypha. On 
some plates, colonies of Penicillium species and Stemphyllium sp were observed. In the 
case of the fonner, microcyle conidiation was seen and the large spore bearing structures 
typical of Penicillium grown on rich nutrient media were reduced to single phialides. 
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Similar structures have been reported when fungi are grown oligotophically, that is on 
low-nutrient media, or under apparently nutrient-free conditions. Bacterial colonies were 
relatively numerous on all plates and under the low power microscope were seen to be 
made up of cells exhibiting a typical Chinese Character appearance; these lysed the 
fungi on the gels, from which they presurnably gained nutrients (Fig. 3.3). 
Figure 3.1 1 lyphae of airborne I'UngLIS Ing On SIIICZI gel IIICCIILIIII and dissolving a 
groove in the gel. 
At 
Figure 3.2 Airborne fungus growing on silica get medium. 
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Figure 3.3 Airborne fungus growing on silica gel medium and undergoing lysis caused 
by similarly oligotrophically growing bacteria. 
Tile above results show that air-borne fungi and bacteria can grow on naphthalene, 
but not glycolaldellyde as sole carbon source. It is important to note that no evidence 
was found to associate any microbial colonies with atmospheric particles which might 
have provided alternative carbon sources. The PAH, naphthalene has been Iound in 
cornets, while the sugar, glycolaldellycles has been found to be widely distributed 
throughout space. The results therefore show that fungi and bacteria 11OLInd In the 
atmosphere near the Earth's ground level can grow on carbon substrates found in comets 
and space generally. 
The fact that bacteria and fungi colonies were occasionally seen growing oil silica gel 
lacking any carbon source confirms the ability of ill icroorgain sills to grow in tile 
apparent absence of added carbon substrates, ix. as ollgocarbotroplis (see below). 
Microorganisms growing under these conditions, scavenge carbon and other nutrients 
from the local atmosphere. As a result, although the presence of carbon sources led to an 
increase in the frequency of colonies, limited growth can occur in the absence ofadded 
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nUtrients. The ability of microorganisms to scavenge nutrients in space is likely to be 
important as this will allow for limited growth where only trace amounts of nutrients 
occur. 
Airbome microorganisms were used in this experiment, despite the fact that this meant 
thilt ýl \ýII-MWC 1110CUIL1111 Of Ullknown composition was used. The importance of this 
approach %ý as that it allo\% ed LIS to avold the use of bacteria and fungi' that had been 
grown under nutrient-rich conditions and which had become generally liabitualised to 
laboratory growth. There is little doubt that cornets clearly contain arnple source of 
nutrients for bacteria. In fact comets Nvould seem to provide an ideal nutrient source for 
microbial growth under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Microorganisms could 
also grow (oligotrophically, by scavenging) in cornetary niches which contain only trace 
amounts of carbon and other nutrients. Although the physical conditions such as Ell, pH 
and temperature would obviously influence microbial colonisation of comets, it is 
probable that variations in such conditions would allow for a diverse range of microbial 
types including both extrernophiles and non-extrernophiles; comets for example, 
experience a Nvide range of temperatures including niches at 40'C. It may be that there 
exist niches where compounds such as fonnaidehyde and naphtlialene occur at inhibitory 
concentrations (since both are biocidal), although it is also likely that niches will occur 
where suitable dilute concentrations of these occur and provide microbial carbon 
sources. 
It is also possible that after long periods of growing under oligotrophic conditions 
some space organisms will develop into obligate oligotroplis, and will be poisoned by 
the excess quantities of nutrients present in most isolation inedia. As a result it would be 
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prudent to include oligotrophic media when attempts are being made to isolate 
microoganisms from space. The ability of microorganisms to grow under low nutrient 
conditions will also influence their ability to survive in the space environment. Bacteria 
for example, can survive exposure to UV for longer periods when grown under low 
carbon nutrient conditions then when grown copiotrophically (Joux et al, 1999). This 
fact should obviously be borne in mined when space environments are being simulated 
and exposure to UV, and other potentially inhibitory factors, is being investigated. The 
fact that very small, or thin, cells are produced when bacteria and fungi grow under 
oligotrophic conditionings will also influence the movement of these cells through space 
and the rate at which they deposit during passage through atmospheres, such as Earth. 
The results of this study do not of course prove that microorganisms grow in comets. 
They do however, show that there is no a priori reason, based on nutrient conditions, 
and also probably physical conditions, why microorganisms, found in the Earth's 
atmosphere, could not grow in comets. Although only two carbon sources were used 
here, it is well established that microorganisms can use a wide range of PAHs and other 
carbon sources that are known to occur in comets. The corollary of this, is that there is 
again no a priori reason, based on nutrient supply, why bacteria and fungi present in the 
Earth's atmosphere could not have originated in comets and been delivered to Earth, by 
the mechanisms discussed at length by Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (Wickramasinghe, 
2000). 
Astrobiologists tend to consider that microorganisms found in space must necessarily 
be both novel and extremophiles, however, there seems to be no reason why many of the 
microorganisms commonly found on Earth could not survive in space or grow in the 
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cometary environment; it has, for example, recently been suggested that lichens could 
survive the rigours; of space (de Vera et aL, 2004). The finding that airborne 
microorganisms can grow on carbon sources found in comets, and space generally, may 
be considered by some to be axiomatic or even trivial; it is however, a fact that needs to 
be established, since it is certain that, had we been able to show that microorganisms 
cannot grow in the nutrient conditions prevailing in comets, critics would have been 
quick to suggest that comets ca*nnot act as habits for microbial growth. 
Finally, although many authorities (with the exception of Wickramasinghe and co 
authors) have commented that organics in comets could act as the building blocks of life, 
the possibility that such organics result from the presence and or metabolism of 
cometary microorganisms continues to be assiduously ignored. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
GEOPANSPERMIA 
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4.1 Introduction 
The concept of geopanspermia (also called impact panspermia or lithopanspermia) 
suggests that rocks are ejected into space from planets by impact events; these rocks 
then travel through space and deliver microorganisms (or possibly other life forms) to 
other planets. The total annual flux of material falling to Earth from Mars is estimated at 
half a tonne, and Martian material has rained down on Earth throughout its history 
(Melosh, 1999). The obvious question is-do Earth rocks contaminate Mars and other 
areas of the cosmos? The most lightly shocked rocks of a planet will be those occurring 
at the surface where, conveniently, most of the biosphere exists. It is unlikely that large 
organisms could withstand the acceleration associated with such impact events, so the 
only life forms likely to be ejected from a planet will be microbial in nature. Natural 
orbital perturbations supply the means for ejected rocks to spread throughout the solar 
system. Any microorganisms in such a rock could colonise this new planet, provided 
that is it could survive the journey and the impact of the fall to its new destination. Small 
rocks, of the size of the meteorites that reach Earth from Mars, are the ones (by 
definition) most likely to survive such impact and even the sparse atmosphere of Mars 
would result in some slowing down of the rock to avoid its volatilization. 
Geopanspermia therefore provides an entirely feasible theory that suggests that life came 
(and perhaps continues to come) to Earth protected inside a meteorite. 
The attraction of this form of panspermia lies in the fact that the microoorganisms are 
enclosed within rocks and are thereby better protected from the rigours of passage 
through space. The fact that most planets of the solar system (and presumably planets 
elsewhere) undergo frequent bombardment with meteorites, asteroids and comets is well 
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established. Such impacts lead to large amounts of solid material being ejected from 
planets, like, Earth into space. The Earth (and most notably the Moon) is known to have 
undergone periods of intensive bombardment. It is even believed that most of the water 
on Earth was delivered by comets during such impact events (Roy-Poulsen, 1981). At 
present, there is an ongoing debate as to the possibility that life was seeded to Mars from 
Earth or vice versa. 
The presence of rocks on Earth containing microorganisms is an obvious pre-requisite 
for the transfer of microorganisms from Earth to other parts of the solar system and 
beyond. Soils, of course, contain a large number and wide variety of microorganisms. At 
the outset of the experiments described below, we considered that it would be extremely 
straightforward to show that the rocks studied contain bacteria and fungi, probably in 
large numbers and will posses a, wide, species diversity. 
The aim of the work reported here was, to use a novel approach, which ensures 
sterility, to determine if rocks commonly found on Earth, i. e. coal and limestone, as well , 
as amber contain bacteria and fungi. 
4. A Studies on the isolation of microorganisms from amber 
4. A. 1 Introduction 
Amber has been shown to contain both fossilised and living bacteria and fungi. While it 
is claimed such isolates are as old as the amber itself (i. e. at least 25- 40 million years), 
not surprisingly, critics have suggested that they are modem contaminants. 
Here, we discuss experiments aimed at isolating microorganisms from Baltic and 
Dominican amber using an experimental approach designed to avoid all chance of 
contamination. The experiments were not designed to isolate all of the bacteria present 
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in the amber samples used, or to determine the frequency, or variety, of microorganisms 
in amber. Since two bacterial isolates were isolated from ancient amber, I took this as 
confirmation that amber contains bacteria and did not vary the media, or conditions 
used, in order to obtain further isolates. 
4. A. 2 Materials and Methods 
4. A. 2.1 Nature of the amber and confirmation of its authenticity 
Samples of Baltic amber, containing insect inclusions, were obtained from a variety of 
suppliers (Fig. 4.1). The authenticity of the individual amber samples was confirmed by 
the "salt water test" i. e. the ability to float in a saturated solution of sodium chloride 
(Ross, 1998) and by the fact that they emitted a pine resin odour when exposed to a hot 
wire or when scored with a serrated blade. The absence of surface cracks in the amber 
was confirmed using a hand lens and low power microscope. 
In order to release the inclusions into media, the amber was cracked open and broken 
into small pieces using the vessel shown in Fig. 4.3a. This consisted of a thick glass- 
walled, tissue homogenising vessel, sealed with a metal cap. A plunger passed through 
the cap and touched the bottom of the vessel. The top of the cap was covered with part 
of an autoclave bag (using a comer cut from a large autoclave bag), attached and sealed 
closed using autoclave tape attached to the cap and the top of the plunger. The ability of 
the autoclave bag cover to act as an airtight seal, and thereby prevented ingress of 
contaminants, was checked by inverting it under water and pumping air into it via the 
cracking vessel cap; absence of air bubbles confirmed the air tight nature of the seal. 
For the isolation of bacteria, Nutrient broth (Oxoid, 10 ml) was added to the cracking 
vessel which was then autoclaved for 20 minutes at 120'C. 
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Figure 4.1 Typical amber samples showing fossilized insect inclusions. 
4-A-2.2 Scoring and sterilisation of the amber 
A shallow central indentation was made in the surface of the amber and shallow 
groves were scored (with a serrated knife) from this indentation around the amber. The 
amber was immersed in domestic bleach (10% v/v) for 20 minutes and then transferred 
to a closed bottle containing sterile distilled water (500 ml) and washed vigorously. The 
amber was then removed and immersed in membrane- filtered (0.22 /Am) alcohol and 
transferred to a flame, using flame-sterilised forceps; the residual alcohol was then 
ignited. The sterilised amber was finally transferred to the growth medium (10 ml) in the 
cracking vessel. 
4. A. 2.3 Incubation of the vessel and isolation of bacteria 
After inserting the sterile amber, the cracking vessel was left for 4 days at 25'C. All 
vessels in which bacteria grew in the medium were considered to be contaminated and 
therefore discarded. Where no bacterial growth appeared in the medium, the vessels 
were opened in a larilinar air-flow cabinet and a small amount of medium was poured 
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onto a Nutrient Agar (Oxoid) plate; this was then incubated at 250C for a further 4 days. 
If no bacteria appeared on the Nutrient Agar, or in the Nutrient Broth, over this time 
period the amber was cracked in situ in the vessel. If, following this period of 
incubation, bacterial growth appeared in the Nutrient Broth the vessel was opened, the 
neck of the vessel was thoroughly flame sterilised and a small amount of broth was 
aseptically transferred to Nutrient Agar; this was then incubated at 25'C until growth 
appeared. Any bacterial isolates were then purified by streaking and were independently 
identified (NCIMB, Aberdeen) using 16SrDNA analysis. All transfers were done in a 
larninar air flow cabinet, the sterility of which was checked periodically. 
4. A. 2.4 Cracking of the amber 
The sterilised amber was cracked in situ in the cracking vessel by placing the bottom of 
the plunger into the surface indentation and applying a sharp tap to the top of the plunger 
with a light-weight hammer (Fig. 4.3a). The force cracked the amber along the scored 
grooves to expose any fossilised insects inside (Fig. 4.1). Further crushing of the amber 
was then achieved by manually applying force to the top of the plunger, until the 
original amber was crushed to form a suspension of very small particles. 
4. A. 2.5 Attempted isolation of a fungus from Dominican amber 
An authenticated piece of Dominican amber containing a fungus was sterilised and 
cracked (as described above) in Czapek Dox liquid medium (Oxoid) containing 0.2g I" 
mycological peptone (Oxoid). The cracking vessel was incubated at 25"C for 10 days 
when the contents were transferred to a sealed, sterile bottle (I litre) containing distilled 
water (500 ml); the bottle was then incubated at 251C for a further 20 days. 
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4. A. 2.6 Experimental controls 
Although the experiments provide an "internal control" against contamination, 10 amber 
cracking vessels containing just medium and another 10 amber cracking vessels 
containing medium and uncracked amber were also exposed to the same handling 
procedures described above. 
4. A. 3 Results and Discussion 
4. A. 3.1 Studies on the isolation of bacteria from Baltic amber 
Twenty different pieces of Baltic amber, containing unidentified insect inclusions, 
were studied. After cracking, bacterial growth occurred in the medium in only one case; 
the media in the other 19 vessels remained clear. No growth occurred in any of the 20 
amber cracking vessels that acted as controls. Two bacteria were isolated from the vessel 
in which growth occurred; these were independently identified by l6SrDNA analysis as 
Bacillus amyoliquifaciens or B. atrophaeus (these bacteria are too close to separate) and 
B. cereus. Since the medium was checked for sterility prior to cracking, and the tube 
remained sealed throughout the experimenf, we conclude that these bacteria originated 
from within the amber. It could be argued that un-germinated spores were present on 
the surface of the amber prior to it being cracked. This could be the case, although 
plating prior to cracking showed that the inedium itself was not contaminated in this 
way. The amber sterilisation technique was also checked by placing sterilised samples 
on Nutrient Agar; no bacterial growth appeared around the embedded amber. While the 
presence of a single contaminating spore, of each of the two bacteria, at some stage in 
the experiment can never be ruled out, the sterility checks used are rigorous as we can 
make them. The question of contamination naturally arises in studies such as these, 
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where apparently ordinary, modem bacteria are isolated from ancient or highly extreme 
environments. The advantage of the approach used here is that the system contains an 
internal control, in that the amber is only cracked if the medium is seen to be 
uncontaminated; any bacterial growth following cracking of the sample must, as a result, 
have come from inside the amber. 
Other workers have isolated bacteria from amber (e. g. Cano et aL, 1997, Cano, 2003, 
Cano, 1995). Although no attempt was made here to demonstrate the antiquity of our 
isolates, others (by using genome analysis) have claimed that bacteria isolated from 
amber are millions of years old. Lambert et al. (1998) for example, isolated a species of 
a Staphylococcus (S. succinus) from 25-40 million year Dominican amber while Cano 
and Borucki (1997) reported the isolation of Bacillus sphaericus (a species 
phylogenetically close to B. amyoliquifaceans); Greenblatt et aL (2000) have also 
isolated a wide range of bacteria from Dominican and 120 million year old amber from 
Israel. Although the authors of these studies discount the possibility of contamination, 
their work has nevertheless been criticised on this basis. Contamination can clearly 
never either be ruled out or be adequately controlled for. For example, it is possible that, 
despite a thorough microscope examination of the amber used here, a minute crack 
existed in the amber in which bacterial spores could reside, protected from the amber 
sterilisation process. 
Since the sample of amber that resulted in bacterial growth contained enclosed air 
bubbles, it is noteworthy that Ascaso et al. (2003) reported observing bacteria-like 
inclusions in amber air pockets. It may be that bacteria survive better in such air bubbles 
than they do in the insect inclusions; as a result, amber samples containing such bubbles 
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may be a more productive source of bacterial isolates than amber that is free of such 
inclusions. 
It might be assumed that any microorganisms isolated from amber must be able to 
grow under anaerobic conditions. However, survival, rather than growth, under anoxic 
conditions is the essential requirement. Since both of the bacteria isolated here are 
facultative anaerobes, survival in the anaerobic environment assumed to be present deep 
in amber, should not present a problem, at least in relation to this possible limitation. 
4. A. 3.2 Attempts to isolate a fungus from Dominican amber 
Microscope examination (x 10 magnification) of the sample of Dominican amber studied 
clearly shows the presence of a mass of fungus mycelium (Fig. 4.2). The fungus occurs 
as a mass of very fine hyphae showing numerous anastomoses (i. e. connections), so as to 
from a web-like network. Such networks, or gossamers, are typically seen when fungi 
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Figure 4.2 Fungal hyphae seen inside amber using a light microscope (X 10). 
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are grown under oligotrophic (i. e. low-nutrient) conditions. No fungi (or bacteria) were 
isolated in the original medium after 10 days incubation, or following dilution of the 
original medium in sterile water and a subsequent 28 day incubation period. The dilution 
step was introduced in case the fungus was inhibited by the original nutrient-rich 
medium and preferred instead to grow as an oligotroph. Fig. 4.2 shows that fungus was 
clearly present in the amber prior to cracking; this was presumably dead, or did not grow 
under the nutrient conditions imposed. It should be emphasised that only one attempt 
was made here to isolate fungus from amber; this compares with the finding that bacteria 
were isolated on only one occasion when 20 pieces of amber were cracked; clearly a 
fungus might be isolated should a large number of fungus-containing pieces of amber be 
sacrificed. It could also be argued that the amber-fungus might have been induced to 
grow had a range of media been used. While this is true, only one sample of amber, 
containing a fungus, was available and the introduction of new medium into the cracking 
vessel would have fundamentally compromised sterility. 
In view of the complexity of eukaryotic organisms, compared to bacteria, it is perhaps 
not surprising that fungi, even when present, are not readily grown from amber after 
entrapment for periods of millions of years. Despite this, Bechanbach (1995), Cano and 
Borucki (1997); Cano et aL (1991); Ascaso et aL (2003); Cano (2003), all claim to have 
isolated fungi, including a species of Penicillium from amber. 
If the above contamination problems are discounted, we are then left to conclude that 
bacteria are preserved in amber and are resuscitated after at least 40million years of 
stasis. Despite the known ability of spores of Bacillus species to survive over long 
periods this possibility remains difficult to accept. However, set against this is the fact 
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that bacteria, notably Bacillus species, have now been isolated, using a range of different 
experimental protocols, from geographically distinct amber samples. Added to this are 
reports of the isolation of Bacillus species from ancient salt crystals (Vreeland et al. 
(2000). However, absolute proof of the existence of recoverable bacteria in 40 million 
year old amber will presumably have to await an experimental approach that allows for 
the detection of viable bacteria within the amber itself. 
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4. B Attempts to isolate bacteria from rocks and clay 
4.13.1 Introduction 
This section is devoted to discussing work which is essentially a repeat of the amber 
cracking experiments discussed above; here however, a larger cracking vessel was 
employed in order to accommodate the larger rock samples studied. 
4. B. 2 Material and Methods 
4. B. 2.1 Origin of coal, limestone and clay samples 
Coal samples were obtained from six different mining locations in the UK. Table 4.1 
shows the locations in the UK where they were mined and the percentage carbon 
contents of the coals. 
Table 4.1 Location of origin and carbon content of coals. 
N Carbon Source Carbon Content 
1 CORTONWOOD 87.2 
2 Cwm 90.3 
3 CYNHEIDRE 95.2 
4 NADINS 80.1 
5 THORESBY 85.1 
6 TILMANSTONE 92.4 
The limestone samples were taken from the cliffs at Flamborough Head (North 
Landing), East Yorkshire. The clay sample was obtained from Filey Brig, North 
Yorkshire. 
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4.13.2.2 Initial examination for the samples 
The absence of large surface cracks in the rock samples was confirmed using a hand 
lens and low power microscope. 
4. B. 2.3 Preparing the experiment vessels and bottles 
4. B. 2.3. a Preparing the experiment vessels 
In order to release the organisms, from the coal samples, into liquid media, the samples 
were cracked and broken into small pieces using the rock cracking vessel shown in Fig. 
4.3 
Figure 4.3 Cracking vessel and bottle. 
The vessel consisted of a thick glass-walled, tissue hornogenising vessel, sealed with a 
metal cap. A plunger passed through the cap and touched the bottom of the vessel. The 
top of the cap was covered with part of an autoclave bag (using a comer cut from a large 
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autoclave bag), attached and sealed closed using autoclave tape attached to the cap and 
the top of the plunger. This autoclave bag provides the vessel with the required airtight 
sealing and thereby prevented ingress of contaminants; also, it provides the vessel with 
the ability to move the plunger up and down to break the amber and the coal. This ability 
of the autoclave bag cover to act as an airtight seal was checked by inverting it under 
water and pumping air into it via the cracking vessel cap; absence of air bubbles 
confirmed the air tight nature of the seal. For the isolation of microorganisms, 10 ml of a 
variety of liquid medium was added to the cracking vessel, which was then autoclaved 
for 20 minutes at 120T. 
4. B. 2.3. b Preparing the experiment bottles 
In order to release the organisms, from the core of the lime stone samples, into liquid 
media, the samples were cracked and broken into small pieces using Cracking Bottles 
(Fig. 4.3b). Bottle consisted of a thick glass-walled, tissue hornogenising bottle, sealed 
with a plastic cap. A drill head passed through the cap and touched the bottom of the 
bottle. The top of the cap was covered with part of an autoclave bag (using a comer cut 
from a large autoclave bag), attached and sealed closed using autoclave tape attached to 
the cap and the top of the drill head. This autoclave bag provided the bottle with the 
required airtight sealing and thereby prevented ingress of contaminants. This ability of 
the autoclave bag cover to act as an airtight seal was checked by inverting it under water 
and pumping air into it via the Cracking Bottle cap; absence of air bubbles confinned the 
air tight nature of the seal. For the isolation of microorganisms, 20 ml of a variety of 
liquid medium was added to the Cracking Bottle, which was then autoclaved for 20 
minutes at 120"C. 
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4. B. 2.4 Scoring and sterilization of the samples surface 
A shallow central indentation was made in the surface of the sample, coal and lime 
stone, and shallow groves were scored (with a serrated knife) from this indentation 
around the sample. The sample was immersed in domestic bleach (10% v/v) for 20 
minutes and then transferred to a closed bottle containing sterile distilled water (500 ml) 
and washed vigorously. The sample was then removed and immersed in membrane- 
filtered (0.22 gm) alcohol and transferred to a flame, using flame-sterilized forceps; the 
residual alcohol was then ignited. The sterilized sample was finally transferred to the 
growth medium (10 ml) in the cracking vessel or bottle. 
4. B. 2.5 Experimental design set up to control contamination 
To minimize the possibility of contamination, an experimental design was used for the 
vessel and bottle experiments. This design involves eight different vessels and bottles for 
each experiment. Their distribution was as follows: 
I- Two vessels and two bottles containing just liquid medium (Control 1) 
2- Six vessels and six bottles containing liquid media and the samples (coal or 
limestone), three of each six left as a second control, in which the samples inside were 
not cracked throughout the experiment to check the effectiveness of the surface 
sterilisation. 
4.13.2.6 Incubation of the vessels and bottles 
After inserting the surface-sterile samples into the cracking vessels and bottles, these 
vessels and bottles were left for 4 days at 25"C and 37'C. All vessels or bottles in which 
bacteria grew in the medium were considered to be contaminated and therefore 
discarded. Where no bacterial growth appeared in the medium, the vessels or bottles 
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were opened in a laminar air-flow cabinet and small amounts of medium were poured 
onto a variety of medium plates; then were incubated at 25"C and 37T, respectively, for 
a: further 4 days. If no bacteria appeared on the vessels, bottles or plates Over this period 
of time the sample was cracked in situ and incubated at 25*C and 37*C for 4 days then 
for another 7 days if there is no growth. If, following these incubation times, bacteria 
growth appeared in one of the cracking vessels or bottles, a small amount of the liquid 
media was transferred to sold medium plates in laminar airflow cabinet then incubated at 
251C and 371C until growth appeared,. Any bacterial isolates were then purified by 
streaking and were independently identified (NCIMB, Aberdeen) using 16SrDNA 
analysis. 
4. B. 2.7 Media used in the experiments 
In these experiments a variety of media were used (For further information see 
Appendix 1): 
I- Liquid Medium used in the cracking vessels and bottles: 
a) %100 LB, b) 20% of LB, c) 10% of LB, d) Nutrient Broth 
2- Semi Liquid LB Medium for anaerobic experiments (0.005 Agar added to the LB 
liquid medium). 
3- Solid Media: LB, 20% of LB, 10% of LB, Nutrient Agar medium. 
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Figure 4.4 A sample of coal. 
Figure 4.5 A sample of limestone (Flamborough Head). 
Figure 4.6 A sample of clay. 
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4. B. 3 Results and Discussion 
The above described isolation of bacteria from amber suggests that this material could 
act as vehicle for the transfer of bacteria from Earth to other areas of the cosmos, via 
geopanspermia. It is obvious however, that the transfer of naked amber in this way 
would present a problem, since amber is inflammable and would not resist re-entry into 
a planet which possesses the reasonable amount of atmosphere necessary to slow down 
the infall of rocks. As a result, the only way in which amber could act as a panspermic 
vehicle would be when encased in other flame resistant rocks. The same proviso 
obviously also applies to coal. 
The clay sample contained a large number of bacteria, (mainly species of Bacillus) 
equivalent the number likely to be found in soils. A single bacterium was isolated from 
an individual coal sample; this was independently identified using molecular methods 
as, Bacillus subtilis subtilis (see Appendix A). 
Bacteria were not isolated from any of the cracking vessels in which limestone (Fig. 
4.5) was cracked under sterile conditions. The fact that the medium used remained 
sterile in the bottles containing the limestone prior to cracking shows that the method 
used is rigorous and that the absence of bacteria following cracking is due to either the 
absence of bacteria in the samples, or to their inability to grow on the medium chosen 
Our inability to isolate bacteria from limestone came as a considerable surprise, since 
it was, not unreasonably, expected that this rock (being porous) would contain 
substantial numbers of a variety of bacteria and fungi. It could be argued that the 
medium used selected against the organism in this rock type, or that the surface heating, 
applied to sterilise the rocks, effectively sterilised the whole substrate, with the effect 
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that no microorganisms grew from the samples. However, while the medium used here, 
like all media, selects only a fraction of the soil microbial population it would 
nevertheless have been expected to support the growth of those bacteria that might be 
expected to have entered limestone in ground water. Similarly, it is unlikely that the 
small period of heating employed would have sterilised the whole limestone piece that 
was added to the cracking vessel. 
The conclusion which obviously results from this study is that the limestone samples 
used here do not contain bacteria and fungi capable of being isolated by the medium 
employed; i. e. most heterotrophic, aerobic bacteria found in soils, If this finding is 
verified then it follows that limestone could not act as vehicle for the transfer of bacteria 
from Earth to other planets. 
A single bacterium, (B. subtilis) was however, isolated from a coal sample (Nadin), 
which agrees with previous reports from the literature. Farrell and Turner (1932) for 
example, found that anthracite coal contains a range of bacteria; Lipman (193 1) claimed 
that living bacteria could be isolated' from coals', as well as ancient rocks (and 
meteorites). He maintained that the bacteria he found in coals had been there from the 
carboniferous period, when the coal measures had been first laid down, an idea that was 
criticized by Burke and Wiley (1937). 
Myers et aL (1966) reported that bacteria can penetrate rocks; Folk (1993) also 
reported that bacteria and nanobacteria can be found in carbonate sediments and rocks; 
while Frederickson and Onstott (1996) have reported that microorganisms inhabit water- 
yielding rock fonnations. Of course, it could be argued that, since none of these reports 
involved the use of cracking vessels, like the one used here, designed to ensure non- 
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contamination, that such reports of the presence of bacteria in rocks are the result of 
laboratory based contamination. This would, lead to the inevitable conclusion that the 
results presented here are correct and that limestone does not contain bacteria. 
These findings obviously have a major impact on the theory which suggests that rocks, 
containing microorganisms, can be blasted from the Earth's surface and act as a vehicle 
for panspermia. Clearly, if Earth rocks, like limestone, do not contain bacteria, then this 
possibility is non-existent. It is hardly believable however, that most Earth rocks are 
sterile; and as we have seen clay, amber and coal could act as a panspermic vehicle. 
Clearly, it would be desirable to study a wider range of rocks than the ones used here. 
The finding of a bacterium in coals suggests that this rock could act as a vehicle for 
panspermia. However, since coal is somewhat fragile (some types of course are very 
'soft, while anthracite is harder) and is readily burned (for example during re-entry into a 
planet possessing an atmosphere) it follows that coals would have to be encased in a 
coating of a more resistant rock; such encased coals might then act a suitable vehicle for 
geopanspermia and the bacteria contained in such coals might then be released during 
impact, or subsequent weathering. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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5.1 General Discussion 
During the period 1974-78, Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (Wickramasinghe, 2000) 
developed the idea that grains present in space are made up of complex organics and that 
their presence in 100's of billions of comets enabled prebiotic matter to develop into 
primitive bacterial cells. They argued that pre-existing, viable bacterial cells derived 
from interstellar space may have become added to comets in the primitive solar system, 
when it was found that the extinction properties of interstellar dust matched with what 
was described as being "uncanny" precision to the expected behavior of freeze-dried 
bacteria. Hoyle and Wickramasinghe observed that the 2175 A ultraviolet extinction 
band may be better explained by an assemblage of biological aromatics than by spherical 
graphite grains previously thought to be involved. In particular, two obvious 
spectroscopic features of dust appeared to show that living material is present 
everywhere 'in the cosmos. Other astronomical evidences, e. g. the complex organic 
composition of cometary dust, and the extended red emission in the red rectangle also 
served to add weight to this conclusion; despite this evidence, the theory of cometary 
panspermia has yet to gain widespread acceptance. 
The theory of panspermia dates back to the Greeks and possibly even earlier. It was, 
however, first scientifically discussed by De Malliet in the 1700s, and by Lord Kelvin 
and Hertzog, in the late Victorian period and then, in more detail during the early 20th 
century by Svante Arrhenius. Arrhenius' argument that bacterial spores could be 
transported across the galaxy was criticized by, for example, Becquerel, who using 
laboratory data, argued that bacteria could not survive space conditions, most notable, 
exposure to UV radiation. This, and other criticisms of panspermia, has been met by 
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counter-arguments by Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (2000). For example, a thin coating of 
carbonaceous matter around a bacterial grain (which they suggested would inevitably 
forin in space), would act as a screen against ultraviolet light. The effects of ionizing 
radiation (cosmic rays) might be more difficult to avoid, but still achievable. During an 
average residence time of 10 million years in a typical location in interstellar space, the 
cumulative radiation dose received by a bacterium is estimated as 105 rads. Although 
many terrestrially adapted bacteria would not survive such a large radiation dose, some, 
like Deinococcus (Micrococcus) radiodurans can withstand a million rads under 
laboratory conditions, and other bacteria exist that can similarly thrive in working 
nuclear reactors. It is also not certain if our understanding of the radiation susceptibility 
of microorganisms can be directly transferred to interstellar conditions, most notably, 
whether radiation damage to bacteria is strictly a linear process. For example, exposure 
to millions of years of extremely low intensities of interstellar ionizing radiation may be 
far less damaging than short pulses of high intensity radiation delivered to laboratory- 
grown bacteria. What is clear is that bacteria, or even entire microbial groupings, 
encased within comets or fragments of comets, would be protected from the cosmic 
radiation in space, and could as a result be safely transported between well-separated 
stellar and planetary systems. 
Cometary collisions may also have injected life onto the Earth on several occasions 
during the period 4.3 3.83 billion years. It is an interesting possibility that bacterial phyla 
that survived under such episodes of periodic evaporation were thennophiles, bacteria 
which are found at the base of the currently suggested phylogenetic tree. These 
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presumably were the life forms that survived to give rise to the evolution of later 
organisms. 
The Hoyle and Wickramasinghe theory requires life to have been introduced to Earth 
by comets, rather than originating here in situ, some 4 billion years ago, with an ongoing 
input of microorganisms from this source continuing to the present. Recent discoveries 
of organic molecules and fragile bacteria-like structures within the Mars meteorite 
ALH84001 tend to support the viewpoint that microbial life could indeed have been 
transferred in viable form between objects within the solar system. It should however, be 
emphasized that there has always been considerable debate over whether such fossil-like 
minerals do in fact represent small bacteria (McSween, 1997). 
Interstellar gas containing 
biomaterial with resident 
viability 
Formation of stars, 
Amplified biomaterial 
planets, comets 
Planet formation with 
collisions of comets; 
outgassing of comets 
2 Exponential amplification 
of bacteria within liquid 
comet cores 
Figure 5.1 The Hoyle and Wickramasinghe cosmic life cycle. 
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Microbes are found in vast array of environments on Earth; in geothermal vents, the 
ocean floor, in radioactive dumps and in the Antarctic soil, and have been recovered 
from depths of 8 km beneath the Earth's crust. Laboratory studies have shown that 
bacteria can survive pressures at ocean depths of several kilometers or more (Horikoshi, 
1998). 
The long- term survivability of bacteria has also been extended to by the finding that 
they can be entrapped in salt crystals. Direct proof of the survival of bacteria exposed to 
radiation in the near-Earth environment has also been demonstrated using NASA's Long 
Exposure Facility. What is now required is a direct demonstration that viable microbes 
exist within cometary material and that they are being transferred to the Earth. 
The hypothesis of the extraterrestrial origin (and continued arrival) of microorganisms 
from space, while still controversial, is becoming increasingly more acceptable to the 
scientific community. The bacterial material, cultured in the balloon experiments, and 
detected earlier through fluorescence microscopy, can be regarded as forming part of the 
cometary material known to reach the Earth. Critics of panspermia may argue that 3 ým 
plus radius particles get burnt through frictional heating and end up as meteors. Some 
fractions may do, but others would not. Survival depends on many factors such as angle 
of entry and mode of deposition in the very high stratosphere. Several methods of entry 
can be considered that would allow for intact injection into the Earth's stratosphere, 
possibly starting off as larger aggregates released from comets which would then 
disintegrate into a cascade of smaller, slow-moving clumps at heights above 270 km; 
here, frictional heating would be exp6cted to be negligible. Evidence for such 
disintegrations has been available for many years, and more recent studies of Brownlee 
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particles collected using U2 aircraft have also shown the survivability of extremely 
fragile organic structures. 
Based on the cells detected on some filters, a crude estimate can be made of the amount 
of such material falling in at such heights, which Narlikar et aL, (2003) suggest is 
around 3 tones per day over the entire globe. Whatever the source of the clumps might 
be, such an infall or fallback rate from 39 to 41 km would seem inescapable. With an 
average of 2.4 x 10 g of bacteria (deemed viable) collected per filter, it would indeed be 
somewhat surprising to find that they are all non-culturable. 
The aim of the work described in this Thesis was to add data towards vindicating the 
theory of panspermia, i. e. the view that life originated from space. In addition, the work 
was focused on the theory of cometary panspennia of Hoyle and Wickramasinghe which 
states that, not only did life on Earth originate from space, but that life (in the form of 
microbes) continues to rain down on the planet from this source. 
If this latter suggestion is correct then it obviously must be possible to obtain 
microorganisms in a viable state at heights above the Earth before they enter the 
atmosphere. If it could be demonstrated, beyond all doubt, that microbes could not reach 
such heights from the Earth (or from man-made objects in space) then it follows that 
such organisms must be incoming from space; if this possibility could be proven then 
such data would vindicate the view of Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (19 8 1), that microbes 
are indeed currently incoming to Earth. The problem arising from such attempts to 
demonstrate the last point relate to the problems relating to the isolation of microbes 
using rockets, since the collision velocity between a solid rocket and a particle would be 
40 km per hour; clearly sufficient to smash such fragile living particles. Such a 
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calculation would suggest that the results of Russian workers, who used sounding 
rockets, that microorganisms can be isolated in the stratosphere at heights up to 60 krn 
are dubious; these must have either resulted from contamination, unless of course 
bacteria and fungi can withstand such collision velocities. It is for this reason that 
balloons have been used in the sampling trips referred to here, since balloons reduce the 
impact velocity to near zero. While this solves the impact velocity problem, it limits the 
height at which material can be collected to around 40-50 km. Such restrictions then 
impose sampling heights at which arguments can then be made about the possibility of 
upward contamination of the stratosphere from Earth. While it is generally accepted that 
particles of a size greater than lum could not reach even the lower levels of the 
stratosphere, it could nevertheless always be argued that their must be some unknown 
mechanism by which such transfer could occur; if samples could be obtained at altitudes 
of, say, 100 km, this argument would surely have no foundation. For the moment 
however, we are left with maximum sampling heights, using balloons of 41 km. 
The results presented in Chapter I clearly suggest that microorganisms, both bacteria 
and fungi are present in the stratosphere at heights up to 41 km, and that some of these 
bacteria (as indicated by viable, fluorescent staining techniques) are viable. This 
confirms previous findings, from this laboratory and Cardiff University. Taken together 
with results obtained from other laboratories, it seems that there is little doubt that 
bacteria and fungi can be isolated from heights of, at least, 41 km. 
We are then left with the obvious question: from where did the bacteria and fungi 
found at 4i km originate? While the knee jerk reaction would be Earth, arguments have 
been presented here to back up previous claims (Wainwright, 2007) that there exists a 
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mixed population of bacteria in the stratosphere, one being elevated upwards from Earth, 
by an unknown mechanism, and one descending to Earth from space. The suggestion 
that the latter may have originated from rockets, spy planes and space debris, seems 
unlikely to be true, but is again an ideal refuge for anyone who wishes to reject, a priori, 
the view that stratospheric microorganisms must have a non-Earth origin. The 
suggestion that this mixed population might contain microbes from Earth is in fact given 
here to pacify critics; it must be emphasised that their remains no known mechanism by 
which bacteria, and, especially, fungi could reach the stratosphere from Earth. Critics 
might argue then that we microbiologists have unwittingly provided a stimulus to 
atmospheric scientists to believe that such a mechanism must exist, and this provides 
encouragement for them to prove this to be the case. Even if they did so, it would remain 
extremely difficult, to the point of impossibility, to argue that a bacterial mass of around 
10-20 microns in diameter could reach heights of 41 km above Earth, from the Earth (in 
the absence i. e. of volcanic ejection). 
The results presented here tend to confirm the view therefore that microorganisms are 
continually raining down to Earth from space. Clearly further sampling trips are required 
to make such a claim beyond any doubt. 
One problem relating to the input of large 10 pm bacterial masses relates to "bum-up" 
during entry. The normally accepted entry speed of small particle is about 40 krn per 
second, a speed which would enable a cell of the size around I Rm to avoid burning up 
in the Earth's atmosphere. In exceptional circumstances (i. e. entry on so-called 
favourable orbits) however, a bacterial mass of 60 gm could safely enter the Earth's 
atmosphere without burning up (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1981); on this basis, the 
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10-20 gm bacterial masses observed here, On membranes sampled at 41 km, would have 
no problem in avoiding damaging ffictional- heating. 
The results on bacterial survival in the stratosphere in relation to the presence of 
sulphuric acid aerosols show that the presence of aerosols of this acid should not prevent 
bacterial survival in this region; this would follow of course if bacteria have been 
isolated from the stratosphere. Suggestions that UV and ionizing radiation would 
necessarily kill bacteria in space have been countered by Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 
(1981). The fact that bacteria are often seen associated with clumps of cosmic dust 
suggest a means by which they could be protected, while resident in the stratosphere, 
from the first of these damaging types of radiation. 
The studies reported here (Chapter 4) showing the absence of microorganisms in 
limestone were somewhat surprising, as this rock might be expected to possess a rich 
microbial population. These studies were directed to the idea (lithopanspermia) that 
microbe-rich rocks could, after an impact event, be transferred from Earth to other 
planets (and presumably, vice versa). It is not immediately obvious why limestone was 
found to lack a microbial population. The fact that other workers have found microbes in 
terrestrial rocks, and bacteria were found, in this study, in clay, amber and coal, means 
that the findings presented here, do not a priori deny the possibility of lithopanspennia. 
Chapter 3 of this Thesis is devoted to answering the question-can the nutrient status 
likely to exist in comets support microbial life. We are fortunate that new data on the 
composition of comets continues to arrive and this has greatly altered our view of 
cometary composition. It is now known that comets contain water, and hydrocarbons, in 
the form of polyaromatic hydrocarbons. The question of whether comets have any free 
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oxygen has not yet been answered however. Certainly comets are not, throughout the 
period of their existence, the extremely cold environments of common expectation. And 
can reach temperatures as high as 40'C (Fig. 5.2). 
Figure 5.2 Temperature profile of comet Temple (source NASA). 
There is no theoretical reason therefore why microorganisms cannot live and replicate 
in comets as is suggested by the theory of cometary panspermia. The results presented 
here show that airborne bacteria sampled on Earth can grow in simulated cometary 
nutrient environments. This fact could of course easily have been predicted frorn just 
looking at the composition of simulated comets, but it is a fact that has to be 
demonstrated nevertheless as, in its absence, critics would argue that although comets 
appear to provide an excellent nutrient environment this cannot be assumed without 
experimental proof-, this proof we believe has been provided here. The simulated 
cometary nutrient mix used here provides a rich nutrient environment for microbial 
growth; in fact, considering the ability of microorganisms to grow under oligotrophic 
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conditions, the nutrients are in excess and it is likely that microorganisms could live and 
reproduce in a much less-rich cometary environment, assuming these exist. 
In conclusion, the r6sults presented here show that bacteria and fungi exist in the 
stratosphere at heights up to 41 km, and provide good theoretical evidence to suggest 
that there exists, in the stratosphere a mixed population of microorganisms, some 
possibly coming from Earth (although the mechanism by which this can be achieved is 
unknown) and some, large bacterial masses (and presumably fungi), are incoming from 
space. It is statistically unlikely that the microorganisms isolated from the stratosphere, 
as detailed in the four available published reports, all come from space debris, space 
remains the most likely source of these microorganisms. If, in future, this is confirmed 
then it would provide evidence for neopanspermia, the view, expressed by Hoyle and 
Wickramasinghe, that microorganisms are continually raining down to Earth from space. 
Clearly, more sampling trips of the stratosphere, and beyond, are required in order to 
convince the scientific community of the validity of these findings. The cometary theory 
of panspermia is further strengthened by the finding that the nutrients they contain can 
support bacterial growth and also, that the physical conditions found within comets are 
not a priori inhibitory for microbial growth. The cometary theory of panspermia has 
been strengthened by these findings, but there is a long way to go before the suggestion 
that life on Earth originated from space, and that microorganisms continue to enter Earth 
from this source is finally accepted by the scientific community at large. 
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5.2 Diseases from Space 
An interesting extension of the theory of neopanspennia, not covered by the research 
described in this Thesis, but nevertheless worth discussion, is the idea that diseases 
occurring on Earth may have originated from space; a concept ten-ned pathospermia 
(Wainwright, 2003). This Theory has once again been an extensively worked out by 
Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1979) and has received even 
more criticism, bordering on derision from the scientific community than has the general 
theory of cometary panspermia. Pathospermia suggests that some of the bacterial and 
viral pathogens that cause disease in Man and, possibly also, animals originated from 
space and come to Earth in the mass of cosmic dust that continuously arrives from this 
I 
source. 
The evidence for pathospermia, provided by Hoyle and Wickramasinghe can be 
summarised as follows: 
1) The historical association between disease occurrence and the sighting of comets 
suggests that disease may arrive from space 
2) The inexplicable speed of transfer of diseases like the Black Death fiorn one part of 
the Earth's surface to another in a period when rapid transport was not available 
indicates the extraterrestrial, or atmospheric transfer of pathogens over long distances. 
3) The fact that most new diseases originate in Southern China (around Hong Kong) 
which is known to be the "Earths' sink hole" into which material from space tends to be 
focused is again indicative that pathogens may enter our planet at this point. 
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4) The distribution of diseases, like influenza in remote populations which cannot 
apparently be explained on the basis of person to person contact suggest an 
extraterrestrial source, or atmospheric transfer. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, these aspects of the Theory have been challenged, although 
not as rigorously as might be expected. It has often been simply taken for granted that 
these ideas must be wrong. The usual over-riding criticism that is made of the idea that 
virus infections, such as influenza, or SARS might arrive from space is that a) 
pathogenic viruses would not survive the rigours of such a trip and b) the fact that space 
viruses can cause disease in humans presupposes some connection between host and 
pathogen. It obviously seems unlikely that a space-derived virus would be adapted to an 
unknown host, i. e. Man. It is noteworthy however, that viruses are now being shown to 
be able to survive in various Earth-extreme environments. The well-known ability of 
viruses to undergo rapid mutation would also presumably account for why they might be 
able to rapidly adjust to a previously unknown host on a distant planet. 
5.3 Suggestion for further work 
I 
Any future work on the main topic of this Thesis will obviously depend on the 
availability of samples; unfortunately, at present, it is unlikely that such samples will be 
forthcoming. The balloon flight, discussed here, has been costed at around f1million! As 
a result, it is unlikely that, because of these high costs involved, a large number of 
balloon sampling flights will be conducted in the near future. This problem is 
compounded by the fact that the Indian Government research agencies involved have 
decided that, in the future, all the sampling and microbiological analysis will be done "in 
house". While this decision is entirely understandable (since the Indian Government is 
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paying for the sampling trips) it means that workers in the UK, both here in Sheffield, as 
well as in Cardiff will not have access to future stratospheric samples. 
As a result of these sampling limitations, future studies on panspermia, conducted here 
in Sheffield, will probably be limited to simulation experiments, notably in relation to 
the question of the survival of microorganisms in space. Much of this work has already 
been conducted (Horneck, 1998) and there is no pressing need for it to be replicated. 
Perhaps further studies could be conducted on simulated comets, especially as future 
comet-probes will doubtless provide us with a better understanding of the possible 
biological potential of the cometary environment. 
While future work, from this laboratory, on the microbiology of the stratosphere looks 
unlikely for the above reasons, it is noteworthy that NASA has already (August, 2007) 
conducted sampling flights into the stratosphere at around 20 km, in order to further 
study the microbiology of this region; we obviously await the results with great 
anticipation. Such studies may confirm and, hopefully, extend the results obtained from 
the balloon sampling trip discussed here. 
There remains one possible means by which workers, in this laboratory, and elsewhere, 
could in future gain stratospheric samples. This relates to so-called" space tourism". In 
the very near future, it will be possible for tourists to be elevated to around 40 km, from 
where they will be able to parachute to Earth. The French adventurer, Michel Fourier 
(Fig. 5.3) will soon attempt to break a number of altitude and height records (for 
parachutists) by jumping from around 40 km. It is possible therefore that collaboration 
with space tourist firms, or adventurers like Fourier, could provide stratospheric samples 
for further study. 
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Figure 5.3 Future space tourism- a possible future source of stratospheric samples. 
Fortunately there exist opportunities for doing further studies which do not require 
atmospheric samples. For example, it would bc desirable to rcpeat the "rock cracking 
study" to confirm that coals, limestone clays, and possibly otlicr rocks, do in fact lack 
culturable microbes. Similarly, further studies could be conducted on the effects of' 
acids, ozone and UV on bacteria and fungi at levels likely to be COLInd III thC 
stratosphere. Another intriguing possibility is provided by what might be ternied 
"archeapansperi-nia" that is the transfer of life froin Earth in man made materials. A 
substantial portion ofthe Earth is covered in large amounts of concrete, building bricks 
and tarinac. Might these materials act as vehicle for the transfer of microorganisms from 
Earth in the event of an impact event'? 
Finally, it goes without saying that confirmation that microorganisms continually reach 
Earth from space will have a major impact on mankind's view of the ongin and 
evolution of life. 
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A. The results of 16SrDNA sequence analysis 
CONFIDENTIAL 
22nd May 2006 
Our Ref: NCSQ 22499 
Your Ref: MBB024602 
Client: Dr Milton Wainwright 
University of Sheffield 
Dept of Molecular Biology 
& Biotechnology 
Firth Court 
Western Bank 
Sheffield 
SIO 2TN 
Isolate Codes: Sample I 
Date Received: 9.5.06 
Date Analysed, 18.5.06 
Methodology: 16S rDNA sequence analysis was carried out on these 
samples using NCIMB Ltd Internal work Instructions; 
WI-NC-68,134,138,147,149 and 191 
Identification Summary: 
Isolate Code Identification % SImIlarlty__ Match 
Sample 1 Sphingomonas aerolata 99.3 species 
Comments: 
Searching the MicroSeq database did not give a genus level match and 
therefore the sequence obtained for the Isolate was searched against the 
EMBL database (Appendix 1). 
Responsible Scientist: Vikkl Mitchell 
Authorized and approved on behalf of NCIMB Ltd: tte"XCO. " 
This report shall not be reproduced except In full, without the approval of NCIMB Ltd., and applies only to 
the Isolates listed. 
Furthermore, nothing In this report shall be taken to Imply any endorsement by NCIMB Ltd eis to the 
fitness for purpose of any product to which the report applies. 
NCSQ 22499. DOC Page I of 3 
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Sample I TOP 10 HITS MIcroSeaTm 500 
Sequence Name % Match Sequence Name % Match 
Sphingomonas 96.06 Sphingomonas 94.44 
adhaesiva sanguinis 
Sphingomonas 95.14 Caulobacterleidyl 94.44 
chlorophenolica 
Sphingomonas 94.91 Sphingomonas 93.98 
parapaucimobilis echinoldes 
Sphingomonas 94.91 Blastomonas 93.98 
ca sulata natatoria 
Sphingomonas 94.68 I Sphingomonas 93.29 
yanoikuyao paucimobilis 
Phylogenetic Tree 
Sppclmen, NCSQ22499_SAMPLEI 
N. Join: 3.0% 
Blastomonas natatorla 
- Sphingomonas capsulata NCSQ22499-SAMPLUI 
- Caulobacter loldý Sphingomonas chlorophanolica 
Sphingomonas yanoikuyao 
Sphingomonas parepaucimobII13 
Sphlngomonas sangulds 
Sphlngomonas paucknobills 
Sphingomonas echinoldes 
Sphlngomonas adhaosiva 
NCSO 22499. DOC Page 2 of 3 
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Appendix I Sequence alignment of Isolate Sample I 
EM PRO: SPH429240 AJ429240.1 Sphingomonas aerolata part (1472 nt) 
Gitns 2083 initIt 1885 opts 2105 Z-acorat 1148.0 bites 223.3 SO i 3.6e-56 
banded Smith-Waterman score: 2105; 99.306V identity (99.306% similar) in 432 nt 
overlap (1-432: 19-448) 
10 20 30 40 
SAMPLE AATGAACGCTGGCG(3CATGCCTAACACATOCAAGTCGAACOA 
::: II: II:: tIIII: 139:: I: I:: II19: IIIIIII:: II 
EM I PRO AGAGTTATCATGGCTCAGAATOAACOCTGGCGGCATGCCTAACACATGCAA(3TCGAACOA 
10 20 30 40 so 60 
so 60 70 so 90 100 
SAMPLE AOTCCTTCGGGGCTTAOTGGCOCACCOOTGCGTAACGCGTG(3GAATCTOCCCCTTGOTTC 
'a I,, IIIIa, II, I........... II1311131311111111: IIIIIIIII: II 
EM-PRO AG-CCTTC-GOGTTTAGTGGCGCACGGOTGCOTAACGCGTOGGAATCTGCCCCTTOGTTC 
70 so 90 100 210 
110 120 130 140 ISO 160 
SAMPLE GGAATAACAGTTGGAAACGACTGCTAATACCOGATOATOACGTAA(3TCCAAAGATTTATC 
"s I ....... 1,311: 8138 ..... 31 .... I 
EM-PRO GGAATAACAOTT(3GAAACGACTOCTAATACCOGATGATOACOTAAGTCCAAAGATTTATC 
220 130 140 ISO 160 170 
170 ISO 190 200 210 220 
SAMPLE GCCOAGGGATGAGCCCOCOTAGGATTAGOTAOTTOGTOTOOTAAA(30CGCACCAAGCCOA 
.... I ... 1 "' I ... to 'I IIIII 
EM-PRO OCCGAGGOATGAGCCCOCOTAGOATTAGOTAOTTOOTGTCIGTAAAGOCOCACCAAGCCOA 
180 190 200 210 220 230 
230 240 250 260 270 280 
SAMPLE CGATCCTTAGCTOOTCTOAGAGGATGATCA(3CCACACTOG(3ACTOAaACACGOCCCAGAC 
EM-PRO COATCCTTAOCTOGTCTGAGAGGATOATCAOCCACACTGaGACTOAGACAC(30CCCAGAC 
240 250 260 270 280 . 290 
290 300 310 320 330 340 
SAMPLE TCCTACOG(3AGOCA(; CAOTOOGGAATATTOGACAATGGGCOAAAGCCTOATCCAOCAATO 
EM-PRO TCCTACGG(3AGOCAGCAGTOGGOAATATTGGACAATOG(3COAAA()CCTGATCCAGCAATO 
300 310 320 330 340 350 
3SO 360 370 380 390 400 
SAMPLE CCOCOTGAOTGATGAA(3GCCTTAGGOTTOTAAAGCTCTTTTACCCOGGATGATAATGACA 
EM-PRO CCGCMAGTGATGAAGGCCTTAGGGTTOTAAAGCTCTTTTACCCOCKIATGATAATGACA 
360 370 380 390 400 410 
410 420 430 
SAMPLE OTACCOGGAGAATAAGCTCCOOCTAACTCC 
EM-PRO GTACCOGGAGAATAAGCTCCGGCTAACTCCOTOCCAOCAGCCOCOOTAATACOGACICOM 
420 430 440 450 460 470 
NCSO 22499. DOC Page 3 of 3 
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20th December 2005 
Our Ref: NCSQ 22048 
Your Ref. MBB021972 
Client: Dr Milton Wainwright 
University of Sheffield 
Dept of Molecular Biology 
& Biotechnology 
Firth Court 
Western Bank 
Sheffield 
S10 2TN 
Isolate Codes: 37-1 
Date Recelved: 8.12.05 
Methodology:, 16S rDNA sequence analysis was carried out on these 
samples using NCIMB Ltd Internal work Instructions; 
WI-NC-68,134,147,149 and 191 
Identification Summary: 
I 
Isolate Code 
I 
Identification 
I% 
Slmllarlty 
I 
Match 
137-1 lAcinetobactergenomospecies3 1 100 1 species 
Comments: 
Responsible Scientist: Pauline Littlewood 
Authorised and approved on behalf of NCIMB Ltd: 296 
This report shall not be reproduced except In full, without the approval of NCIMS I. W., and applies only to 
the Isolates listed. 
Furthermore, nothing in this report shall be taken to Imply any endorsement by NCIMS Ltd as to the 
fitness for purpose of any product to which the report applies. 
NCSO 22048 Page I of 2 
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NCSQ 22048 TOP 10 HITS MicroSeCITM 500 
Sequ ence Name i 
Acinetobacter 
_genomospeci 
. es 3 
% Match 
ý_, ob-- 
- 
t 
Sequence Name S ue fA 
et Acineti6acter 
J. c s 
C), 
so i. ohnsonii_____ 
% Match 
95.84 
Acinetobacter 
genomospeci es 
13 
ýW, 
9 2 cinetobacter 
genomospeci es 
14 
95.43 
Acinetobacter 
ýaeno 
97.7, 
junii 
95.43 
_ Acinetobacter 
baumannii 
97.51 Acinetobacter 
twoffii 
94.8 
Acinetobacter 
caicoaceticus 
96.88 Acinetobacter 
genomospecies 6 
94.7 
--- 
Phylogenetic Tree 
SýJeciimen: NCSQ22048.37-1 
N0n: 2.5% 
- Acinetobacter junii 
Acinetobacter twoffii 
- Acinelobacter genomospedes 6 
- Acinetobacter genomospecies 14 
Acinatobacter johnsonil 
Concise Alignment 
NCSQ 22048 
Acinetobacter haamolyticus 
- Acinetobacter genomospecles 13 
- Acinetobacter baumannii 
NCS02204837-1 
Acinetobacter genomospecies 3 
Acinetobacter calcoaceticus 
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30" November 2006 
Our Ref: NCSQ 23050 
Your Ref: MBB028428 
Client: Dr Milton Wainwright 
University of Sheffield 
Dept of Molecular Biology & Biotechnology 
Firth Court 
Western Bank 
Sheffield 
S10 2TN 
Isolate Codes: MW1 
Date Received: 22.11.06 
Date Analysed: 28.11.06 
Methodology: 16S ONA sequence analysis was carried out on these samples using NCIMB 
Ltd internal work instructions; 
WI-NC-68,147,149 191,214 and 215 
Identification Summary: 
Isolate Cade Identification % Similarity Match 
-MW1-- Bacillussubtilissubtilis 69.91 species 
Comments: 
Responsible Scientist: Vikki Mitchell 
Authorised and approved on behalf of NCIMB Ltd: 
This report shall not be reproduced except in full, without the approval of NCIMB Ltd., and applies only to 
the isolates listed. 
Furthermore, nothing in this report shall be taken to imply any endorsement by NCIMB Ltd as to the 
fitness for purpose of any product to which the report applius. 
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MW1 TOP 10 HITS MIcroSeCTM 500 
ýSe quence Name %_Match Sequence Name % Match 
Bacillussubtilis subtilis ýaeus 99.18 
Bacillus mojavensis 99.68 Bacillus 
amyloliquefaciens 
98.98 
Bacillus subtilis spizizenii 
DSM=15029 
99.68 Bacillus ficheniformis 97.07 
Bacillus subtilis spizizenii 
ATCC=6633 
99.59 Bacillus sonorensis 96.6 
Bacillus vallismortis 99.26 Bacillus oleronius 94.1 
Phylogenetic Tree 
SýJec, iliien: NCSQ23050-fAWl 
N0n: 2.5% 
s lichaniformis --t----1: ý! fBabilus 
sonomnsis 
Bacillus vallismortis 
-F-r Bacillus atrophaeus L- Bacillus amyloliquefaciens 
Bacillus subtilis spizizenii DSM=15029 
Bacillus subtilis spizizenii ATCC=6633 
Bacillus mojavensis 
NCS023050 mW1 
-F8acillus subtflis subtilis ATCC=6051 
Concise Alignment 
NCSQ23050-MWI 
NCSQ 23050. DOC 
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B. Live/Dead staining 
0 Molecular Probes Product Information 
ft N.... IN 
Revised. - ISJdy-2004 
L/ VEIDEA W'Bad igh t' Ba cterial Viability Kits 
L7007 LIVEIDEAD*BacLight' Bacterial Viability Kit *for microscopy* 
L7012 LIVEIDEAD*BocL! ght' Bacterial Viability Kit *for microscopy and quantitative assays* 
L13152 LIVEIDEAD'BacLight' Bacterial Viability Kit *10 applicator sets* 
Storage upon receipt 
Kits L7007 and L7012 
" 5-20*C 
" Protect from Ight 
Kh L13152 
" Room temperature 
" Protect from Ight 
Note: Do not use Component C as immersion oiL 
Introduction 
Molecular Probcs'LINLDLAD" Ha4-LiSljlT1 BacWriul 
Viabi lily Kits pro% ide a no%el two-colur fluoroNccrivi: as, %ay of 
bactorial viability that has proNen useful for a diversearray (if 
bactorial Senora Convemional direct-count imys cil'bacterial 
viabi lily tire bawd tin motal-Allic charavierisfics or membrine 
integrity. 
oftenonly work lor a limiled subset ofbactcrial groupsland 
nwhodi for asic,;, sing bacterial triernbrane integrity commonly 
have high leNvIs ofbackground fluorimence I N)lh typ(,; of 
determinations stil"fer faint being very sensitive lo growth and 
maining condilikins. "' Because of the rnarki: d differmes in 
morl)hology, cytology and physiolloVy among the many bacterial 
gencra, a universally applicable direct-couril viabilily a. may has 
b"n vm difficult to achieve. Our I IVEDFAD /JarLight 
Bacterial ViabiIiiy Kits now allow revarchms to mily, reliably 
and quantitatively distinguish live and de3d bactcria in minkilim, 
even in a inixed population containing a range ofbacivirial t)lvs. 
no LIVIA)LAD flattight Miclerial Viability Kits utilize 
mixitiros ofour SYTOI 9 Smn-fluoresceni nucloic acid main 
and the red-fluorment nucleic acid main, propidiurn iodido. 
lheýw slain- dilTer Kith in their spectral characteristic, and in 
their ability to penctrate healthy bacterial cells. When used 
alone, the SYI 09 slain generally labels all bacteria in a 
populat ion - tlx)so with iniact membranes and tl-A)se with 
dainaged membranes. In contram, propiditint itidide penetrates 
only bacteria A ith damaVed nivnibrarim causing a reduction in 
the SYTO 9 slain fluorescence %% hen both dyes are present. 
Thus, with an appropriaic mixture of the SY UO 9 and 
propidium iodide slains. hacleril with intact cell membranes 
Astain fluorment green, uherea,; bacteria with daninged 
mernbrunes stain lluores"mi red. The excitalion'urni%sion 
maxima for thest dyes arc aht)til 4801500 nun for SYID 9 Slain 
and 490, '633 nm for propidium iodidv, The bavkVround 
remains virtually nonfluorescent. ['urthermore, although the 
dye ratim suggomed for the LIVIA)FAD 8(irl. ighl Ilacterial 
Viability Kits have been Found to work well with a broad 
spevirum ol'bacivrial IYNS, thew. kits III -A). 1coomilm L110 r1m., 
tuning of the dye combinations so thal optimal maining of 
bacteria can be, achiewd undora variety of environmental 
conditions, 
Acommon criterion forbiocrial viability is the ability orn 
bacieritian to repnxitice in., iiiiablo nuirient medium. rxpoix-n- 
tially growing culiures ofixacivriu 1)pivally yield resulis unh Ilk.. 
LIMIXAD ftitcLight bacterial viability assay thal corrdalo 
well %itligro\%thitisays inliquidorsolidniedia. Unklorcertain 
condilions, howcver, bacteria having compromised mombrano. m. 
may be able to recover and reprodiwe - such 
bacteria may he 
. wored as"dvad" 
in this ms%ay. Conversely, %onle bacteria 'A illi 
intact membrunes may be unable to rcprodma tit nutrient 
medium. and yet thcýc may be %mircd as 
I lie I. I%*F, 'I)FAD Aii-I ight lixterial Viability Kits have 
bkcn thoroqhly to,; wd wiih a viriory oforyanimis and tinder 
sacnil difCcrem condifions (sk%- Bticterki A(tt Anx, Revil 
P, sml. K-low). llie kits art. - \%ell suited lor use in IluorocciuM 
micro-copy or for toc in quantitative, nnalyý, is m i1h a Iluoromelvir, 
fluorewenke rnicwplalo roador, flow Cylomelvirl or other in, tru. 
menialion. In our ofiVinal I lVr, 'I)I-Al) flacLight Kit (I[Mm7). 
the dyes an, pro% Mcd mixed at (fillerom pri, portions in Iwo 
solutions. Kit 1.7(X)7 is m ill avaiLible for cu, iomeN %ho have 
already kvcIolW pixmovobi usiny that forniulation. Kit L70 1 . 
1. 
however, ii more Ilaiblo Immusc it providiN sqmratom sl tit ions, 
of the SYTO 9 and prilpidium iodide, mains. I Living ! wparali, 
staining comporients Facilimic% the calibration of bacterial 
fluomwoice for quantitative procedures. For added convenicrivo, 
otir LIVEMEAD Autiulil kit (L 13 132) uonlain% 11w sopmflo 
dyes prerneamirvJ into pairs ol7polyethylvne Iransfor pipet. %. 
Besides ha\ ing ilv., convenience of being paAuVed in hamly 
applicator pipets, kit 1,1.1152 lim a formulation that docs iWil 
require dimothyl milloxitiv (DNISO), nor dois it require 
refrigerated sloraWc. 
I lie LIVLAXAD Om LiVht Ijacteritil \`iubilily Kits am 
inlendod ai research 1-1,; and our Technical Assislanco 
Department welcornes any feedbuck (in the perforniance of the-w 
kits with bacterial strains and envininmenial condilion.; not 
dvwribed in [his enclosure. 
MP 07007 LIVEIDEAPBacUghtl Bacte6al Viablity Kili 
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Materials 
V Comews for Kabifit), Kft, 171707 
0 SYTO 9 d)p_ 1.67 m-NI / Propidium lodide. 1.67 nAl 
(CompAinent A ý, MM) pl- solulion in DXIS0 
0 SYTO 9 dye, 1.67 m%l I PrniAdlem Wide. 18-1 m%l 
(Comixinent 11), 3110 pl- solulion in DXISO 
0 BarLigb I mounting oil (ComponentQ, 10mL. for bacteria 
immobilmA on membranes. The refractive intlex at 2VC is 
1317 ý 0.003. DO NOT usE. rOR IMMERSION OIL. 
V Contents for Kability 0,17012 
0 SYT09 d)e, 3.34 m%I (Component A). 3(K)pL rolution in 
DNISO 
0 Propidlum lodl(k-, 20 inNI (Comrx)ivvnI P). 300 pt. solulion 
In DNISO 
0 fidd. luhl mounlingoll (ComixImml C). 10 mL, forNwIlvda 
immobiliM (in membraws. The refrictive imlex at 25T is 
1517 t0 (103. IX) No'l USE [OR ININ11 RSION OIL. 
Note that a 1.1 mimurc of ComponentsA and 11 of kit L7012 
is exactly equivalent to a 1: 1 mixture of Comixinents A and B of 
k- it L70ý7. 
Coments kr Kability Kit, 113152 
SVTO 9 dyt (ComIxinent A), stabilizeJ as a -Ailid in 
10 staled applicalor 1)ifvli 
Proppidlum ImIldc Component 13), a., a solid in 10 sealctl 
applicator pifvLs 
Bdc-Light mounting oll (Comixinen(C). 10 mL. for hacteria 
irnmobtliM on membranes. TN rofractive inlex at 25'C is 
1.517 - 0,003. DO NOT USC ["OR RISIRSION OIL. 
I*or use of the applicator pipols provitkxl in lil L 13152. snip 
offtheN"dod vids a nd tli%, k)lvc Ilic commN in dvioni/ed waler, 
as in the prolmx+N below 
Nunher of Tosts PossiWo 
At the m-commonW relgent dilutions and VOILIMeS, US 
L7007 and L7012 contain sufficient material to puforim 
ý! l (KX) indkidual toms in 90-well assay plaics. many mort tests 
by fluorescence microscopy or -200 testi by flow cytonictry. 
In kit 1.13 152, cacti applicator p. nir coniains sufficient dvC it) 
perform 50 individual lests in a 9(-well assay plaw. 
-I(Hx) aisays by fluort-. 4. vricv, micriKcopy or 10 le-As hy I'low 
c)tomclrY 
Storago and Handling 
ror ciihor kit L7007 or L' 0 12, the DNISO stock solutions 
should he slored frozen at 5-20"C and prowted from I ighl. 
Allow rcagemi it, -Airm it) rtx)m lemperaittroand cenitifuVe 
bricAy Wore opening the vids. 
fleforc refrce/ing, scal all ýials 
lightly. When slorkýd pnllx-rly, these stock solulions are stable for 
at l"st one yoir. 
For kit L 13 152, store a[ rt-m temperature. prolccwd fK)m 
light. The new stain formulation is solid phm, and is chemically 
stable %%hcn stored in 37"C for more than six months, protocted 
rrom light. The dissolved dye Aolulion,, are slable for tip it) a 
year. %%Iten mortd fRvcnal ý 20'Caiitlpniteci, ýdfixinilii; lii. 
W: Bac[ iVht mounling oil may be mored at room tumpeta- 
lure. aid ii stahle indefiniiely 
Caution: Palpidium itdido and SYTO 9 -. 11ain hind to nucloic 
acids. Propidiurn iodide is a polentiil nitnagen, and %%o have no 
data addressing the mutagenicity or toxicityof the SY TO 9 stain. 
st, wk solutions should be hanciled %%ith particular caution as 
DMSQ is kno-A n to facilitate (lie entry oforganic molecules into 
fiNmio%. %%*eqninglyr%: c(wninientiusitit., tltiublugliývtswlwti 
liat-Kllini; tlwl)ht'ýOslix: k-.; Allulion, i. Aswilhall nwleic acid 
slaim, soltilions containing lhow- reaVviosshould be lx)ured 
through utivatod charcoal before dq-, osal. Ibc charcoal must 
then tv incinerated to destroy the dyCS. 
Experimental Protocols, General Considerations 
11it: following protmo Is are proNWed as examples taguiLlo 
restardiers in the dcNelopment of their o-An 1xicterial staining 
promIurv.. Resewhers at Molecular Probes have uscd diew 
proccdures and found thein to he simple and ridiable for Kith 
gram-r, osilivoaW gram-negative bactcria. 
Cufture CmdWons 8.7dPreparadoordOwtarial Suspmrsion 
Note: Caw rnu-; l be mkon to remove truvs of gro%%Ih 
modiurn before staining bactoda with these kit rcagents. Tho 
nuckic acids and other nudia components can bind the SYTO 9 
anti propiditan iodide dye% in unpredictable wayi, resulting in 
un; icceptablevitri; ilioii.,; insl., iinitig. Asinghýwash., Icpi% 
nwilij wnplocni-i from tho KnIcrial %wsix-nsion. I'lulsphale 
%%, a, h bulToN are not rvcommendkd bcause they aplvar it) 
dmcase ouining efficictivy 
1.1 Grow 30 mL cull ures of cilhorEschei-Ickla coil or 
Sicy4t)-hic, wcus aunits to laic It-I pl-wase in nuiricni broth 
(e v.. mrco catalog nunilvr ON. "I-61i. 
1.2 Concentra Io 25 nil, (if 1he Nivivrial culwrt: by omilrifugmion 
al l(u)(H) for 10 15 minuws. 
1.3 Rernow dw sulvmmant anti rcsu. ýNnd diopollet in 2 nil. of 
0.85'ý NXI or ippropriate buffýýr. 
1.4 Add I nil. of Ili i-ssusIviision locach of two 31) 40 ni L 
cenirifuge tulvs containing cillwr. 10 III L of 0.85`ý NaCl or 
appropriaw buffer (for I ive bavicria) or . 111 in I- 47(rý i-,,. ipslpý I 
alwhol (fkwr killvtl Nicleria). 
1.5 1 nculvlelx)lhsamp4! sal nxim teinivrai tire for I hour, 
mixing cN, cry 15 minulos. 
1.6 Pcllct both simplos by centrifugation at 10,00i) v8 ror 
10 - 15 minulcA. 
1.7 ReNti. 1mul the p0lels in 20 nil. of 0.85*6 Nat'l or 
apprill, riale btlfl';! r and výmlrifugo apin us instep 1.6. 
1.8 Rcstispel-KI tvill pvllels ill separal'! ttlix's with 10 nil- or 
0 8P, ý NaCl or arpropriato bufler exh. 
L9 Wicnifinc Ilic optical d,: n.,, iiv at 670 nin (OD .. ý of a3 nil. 
alikitiol ofille havienul stt'lvuion,; in glams isr avr) liv -. 6mirption 
CuNelles II Vill 1XIII11cligill). 
1.10 For squc-, ted concenlraliomi of E. co/for S gisirms 
suslvn. sion. % p1me r&r to the sc-clion appropriate foryour 
LIVEMEADvOseUghf' Bacterial Viability Kits 
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cence microplaic rcadcror flo-A cytonicter. 
Bactairis That 1kre Sow Asted 
The MMDUADBarLight Bacterial %mbility Kits have txvn 
tesh, d at Molecular Pix-beý tin the fol lowing bacterial species: 
Aicillux rerms. B. slihalls, Clasirldhim perfrftgens, ETcher- 
Miki cuft, A-h4vila pnem"oniae, Alicromms hiltim, 
AýyrrAirferftoa phlet. Pseuthituanat atTugIwxw, P x. mlsigae. 
Mbnonella mairlealneg. Serratia marcescems, ShIgefitt sewrid. 
Stal)kylot-wom aurm and Soyptikik-ompmgmf. Allof 
Viability Kit- and those obtained with sundard plale counL%. 
'I'liese tests %ere performed on logariffirnically Vrmking cultures 
oforganisms. Inaddition, we have received fivonhImporis 
from r"archm. %Ixi haw u, 4xl these kits with: Agmbacler/juit 
mint-fadeim. Edwaidsiellts k1alurt. Eutipplamia euHlYfica, 
bu-1ohadthis p., Alyu(Idimma hdvithms. ProphWhat-fty-lum Sp.. 
A-atens m1rahilis and 4momonas sp. 
Optingladaft of StaFfling 
Ilic Iwo (lye components provi, 61 with the HVEDFAD 
&it Light Bacterial Nliabi lily Kits have been balaniA so thin a 
1.1 mixturepro% ides Soot! live'deaddim. -firninal ion in most 
applivalion%. O"asionally. howciver, ilk, pri'liortions of the Iwo 
dyes must be adjuiled for opt inuil discrimination. rorextimplo, 
sut; qost that you try either low c ring the conecrit ration of SYTO 9 
si. iin(byuiing[L-,, iofC4)nil)oneiiIA)(ýrbyriii%iiigik, ctimen- 
tralion of propidium kidide (by using more of ComponciA 11). 
'lo lhoroqdily oplinii7o the staining. we revoinmend experi- 
morning %% iih a range of %; onccmralionN ofSY'I 09 dye, cach in 
combination %% ith a raqc of propidium i,. xbdc concentrat ions. In 
the case of Kits 1.7007 and 1-7012. you may wish lo try staining 
1.0 nil- of the bacterial suponsion with 3 pL of dye pro-mixed at 
different Comptinern A Component 11 ralicis. fit tho case of kit 
1.13152, separate d)o solutions can be mado by ing the 
vollierni of one Component A pipel in 2.5 mL filter-sterili/t; d 
JI 110 and the content. % of tint! Compkinent 11 pipet in 2-5 ml. 
fillcr-sterilizoddli, 0. Iheseseparalk! solutit)nscatibebleiidud 
willilho 
bacterial supension. 
fluorescence Microscopy Protocols 
SSIX60 Of 0PdCd MON 
The fluorescence from Vk)th live and dead bacteria may be 
viewed simultaneously with any standard fluorescein lorippass 
filter set. Ahernatively, tiv live (green fl tkresccril) and dead 
(red fluorewen0col I., inny N viewed soparilelywith fluorewein 
and'Vexas Red lxandpa-s filley w-ls. Asurnmaryoftliciluo- 
rescence microscope filler set% recomnicridod for use% 
ith tho 
LIVEDFAD Bat-Light Ilacterial Viabibly Kits shou n in lable 1. 
Staking 8xisd8lo Suspension with eftherNit 17007 or 
17012 
2.1 Combine equal volumes of Component A and Component 11 
in a micmifuge tube, mix lhoroughly. 
2.2 Add 3 pl, of the dye mixture for eadi nil. orthe bactedal 
sugivitsion. When und at the mornmcn, W dilutions. 111-1 
rcaýcnt mixture will cintribuic fl. 106 DNISO to the staining 
solution. lliglicrl)NISOck)iiccnirziiioii%ni.,, iy-idvemiyaffcI 
staining 
2-1 Mix ljjorotjýhjy , Inl incubate it room lempmai tire 
in the dark 
for IS in in tiles. 
2.4 1rap 5 pl. of 11Y. - stimed bactorial busix-n%ion txl%% Nil a slid" 
and an IS nim square cowmlip- 
2.5 Observe in a fluoresconce microscolv cquiplvd with AnY Of 
the filter mis limed in Table 1. 
Staining Bacteria in Suspension with Kit 113152 
3.1 Prerwo a 2X mmk whilion of Ilic LIVEAMAD AicLight 
swininS reigent mimurc by diNwIving Ova conlow ofonc 
Coml%iiieni A pilvi Nximaiiiing yellow-ormiVo -soli4s) and ono 
Comixinent B pipci (coniiining red solids) in a common 
3 mi-volisme of filler-sterili/ed dl 120. 
3.2 Combine a minple of the, 2X slock kiltition will) all eqUal 
volunti: (if the luAcrial suspen, ion. 1 ho final ciinvollralion (if 
each dye will be 6 IM SYTO 9 slain and 30 pNI propidium 
iotlidv. 
Tablel. Oaraclerislk: t ofcosmous) filleR slarable ftw uw with the LIVEIDEW &utlght Backrkil Ila klitv Kits. 
Ornets FH1cm* Chromm FlIten* Notes 
XF. 26 XFI 15 XF21 11001 41012 71010 
Longposs and diml emimion rilterauseful foralmultanoms vk-Aing orSYTO 9 ant! 
. , . , Ropidium iodide stains 
XF22, XF21 31001.41001 ivai ng SYTO 9 alL*w 
XF121. XF43 3lOn2.31004 , Bandpass fil tem for vie %siq propidiurn iodide alone XF102. XFIOS 41002.41004 
Catalog rasmbers for recommaxled bandpassfilter ads rcw nw-veacence inicro3copy. Onwpa fillers are supOitd by OnieSs COW Inc. (%ww. ceneprillemcom). 
chronu fiffr% are supplied by Chmma Tachnolop Cmp. (www chmmaxom). 
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3.3 Mix thtwughly and im", e at room temperature in tlv-- 6A 
for 15 minutcs, 
3.4 Trap 5 111, orthe AlilWd hicledal stfpCn., ion helmecn a Aide 
and an IS nuii %tjuaro cw crýhp. 
3,4 (*,, cr%t ill a flu,. r,, ccncc microwtivequil1W A ilh any of 
thu- filler so; limxi in I able I 
fluorescence Spectroscopy Protocols 
Staining Owtaris wkk shbor Kit 179670fI7912 
4.1 Adjttt the E. ctdisulvitsions (I ive and kilkd)w IxI (f 
bactoria, ml- (-0.03 ODv) or the S. aun-to sw[vnsions (five 
and WILdHo I Sourews 
su, ýNn%iorr. t)rically slkluld be 10-fold less concentrated than 
E. coft for Ilmirescmespoctroscopy. 
4.2 Mix Five t1flerent pRixNnions of th, bacterial mjvmsions in 
I cm acrylic. glass or qtiartz fluorescence metics (Table 22). The 
total volume of each of the five samples will N3 niL. 
4.3 Prelvre a combined reagent mixture in a microfuge tube by 
adding 30 pL of Component. k to 30 pL of Corril-nent D. 
4.4 Add 9 pL of the combin-M reagent mixture to each of the five 
sampl es (5 somples - 1) 111 43 pl- lotal) and mix thoroughly bY 
pipetting tip and do-A It sewmi limes. 
4.5 InvuKate at iý%)m wrnivrature in lhe LUrk for 15 minulo; 
Staining heteds with Nit 113 f52 
s-M AIjttt flie F. 4-41 iujvnsion% (I iNe and kill%d) to 2x 10' 
baciena, ml- (-4). 0(, or the S. aureus sulwnioni (live and 
killed) to IOhiclena'ml. (-0.11) 01),, ) . 5. (Ifffelaskl4w- 
iiom iýpically slu, uld lxý 10-fold los concentrated than E. coli 
for fluorewence slwtrowopy. 
Tobkl 
Ratio of Livr. Dead Cogs is L Liv#. Ccl 
Suq)em%iOl 
rAL Nad-Cell 
Saspenslun 
0: 100 0 3.0 
104)0 0.3 2.7 
50: 50 1.5 1.5 
90: 10 2.7 03 
100: 0 3.0 0 0 
4.2 Mix five different profiortionsof [lie bacterial su-smisionN 
in I cat acr) I ic. glass or quartz fluormcrice cuveltes(Table2). 
Noic that when usingk it 1,13152, only one-half of I lie cell 
su. 1%ension volumo(l. 3 nil. ) IiNtcd in TaW2 %kill be ued. 
5 . 5.3 Prtlxtrc a 2X working solution of the LIVIAW-kIl fiac-Hylil 
stainin, g reagent mixture- by dimok ing [lie contents (if one 
Com1went A pilvt (4, *m1mining ycljoh, -or, "q, solids) and one 
Component B pipet (containing red soiitl%) in a common 
3 mjývolurnc of filter-stertli, -ed dl 120. 
$. 4 Nli, 1.5 nit. ortlio 2X -. 1.1ining reagent mixiure %%iih an cqutal 
volunic (15 ml-) of ca,; h Werial emspen,; ion. Now that. as 
&ý6hcd above. moapplicator icis % ill he nm6l (5 samples 
ý 1.5 nil. - 7.5 mL sotal). ITA, %% ever, it may K- pmiblv to use 
smaller volunics. 
5.5 Inculmlo a[ roAlm temperatum- in the dark for 15 minutes, 
Fluomsconce Spectroscopy and Dais Analysis 
6.1 Measum the fluorecence emission ilvetnim (excitation 
470 nin, emission 490-700 mn) of each c0l suspcnsion (F., ) in 
a fluorescenov, %1xvirTimtometer (Figure 13). 
6.2 Calculate the ratio of the integrated intensity of the portion of 
each sporum bem-cen 510-NO nin Orn I: green) to that 
a) 
lift 
.mS; A fiýfl TM 
WavelanoM (nm) 
2 
J1 
0 ig £0 m 40 so im 70 &0 @0 im 
Parmt Rft bmwda 
Figure 1. Anal)-vis qfMative viabilhy tfF. coft so-vin-n-4mv hyflloo. 
revem-experinmuln,. a) Eml-miunsimirau Iflurflaw 
pwportionx ýflhv and Wim)p4 uh-ohal-killed E. villurry abiolned 
fruj" sumlies prtpwnl and stabW as unditwd In the text Inkgraled 
flunmeence entivvion Ank7twitlev weve tk-kTwtlpic4fmxi dw, Vwrtral 
regions liklivuh. 4 by dadied verik-al hows. b) horwraW inwmillm vf 
Ok- gn, #, m (510-340 mm) atid red (6.10- 650 mm) tivilWim %wr m-, jokt%4 
%vrecakidusodlo, and the grmelrrJjlwmcetxv ratios (Ruilor 
each propwrlox of kvel&vd E cal. 77se Noe is a kavýwjmjn-sj? l tif 
dw relatiumitip betwitt" '4 live butierla (x) and Ramuj, 6). 
UVEIDEADIBuLight'" BacterialVilblItY Kits 
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K-Iwccn 62". 1o (cre red) for cNh Nwicrial su"-nsion, 
Ratio - ______ 
6.3 Plot 6: ralitwofintognovil grvcn Iltm. -scen", to in iegratod 
r-od flutow-m-mwe (R.,, ) vcr%us Ivrcentago of live celf- in the 
E. coft -, UPcnit)n II Igure I b). 
fluorescence Micmpkte Readers 
Condilions rimuired for measumnicni (If in 
rnivroplaw morsartwry mmaar to axxw rNuirC. 1 for flLo., 
rc. wvwe. Tmtro, *-opy of Nxterial ca swivnmons. As in 
fluor, twcocc spoctroscopyc%Nrimcnial protocols, reagent 
concentrations are tho varno as thosc remnnicnM Pw 
fluorewence micro,,. op). and th, ntio ofVreen to m-d lltk'- 
res, Ltrwe emismon ts propomismil ki ihe rdati%t numix-rS of live 
baclena. 
Staining helefial Susponsim with either Nit 17007 vr U812 
7.1 Adju,, I the E. tidi sw4w, ioni (liwitod killed) to 2x 10' 
Nvicria mL(-O Oliol), vl or the& aurvia suspcns41n-; (li%c 
and killed) to., ý IO'Kaocria mL 4 -0-30 00., 1. S. aurew 
sus-4w, ions Iypicallyshould he 10-fold less concentritod than 
E m/1% hen using a I'luorcimm- micniplale reader. 
TsbkA lWumesafkveaad(leadmgsuspemlojestumLvioaL4tie%r 
vadws pnpwHimr aftw4ead Misfirfimomwmy mkrrom 
itudc". 
Ratio of LiveMead Cella mL UwCell 
Suspension 
mil. Deed-Cell 
Suspension 
QIOO 0 2.0 
10: ()0 0.2 1.9 
50: 50 1.0 1.0 
90: 10 I's 0.2 
100.0 2.0 0 
7.2 Mix five diffixentproportions of Z co/I or S. aurem (Table 3) 
iii 16 , 1,15 min Kirmili"mic glass culture ItAws The total 
iolunic of cadi of the five wipics %% ill be 2 nil.. 
7.3 MiX 6pL of Comixinent A uith6pl. of Cbmivnent Bin a 
microfuye tulv. 
7A hvpam a 2X slain solulion by ad, ling theentire 12 pl- of 
[Ile abow mixture to 2.0 nit, offillor-stenli/ed dll, O in a 
16 x 123 nim Kir-ilicalo v6, % culture tube and niix well. 
7.5 Pipel I OOpL of each of thebacterial cell su.. 4viision mixturcs into wparaic %clis of a q(. %kvjl fl-d-Killoin micRiplale. We 
m-ornwnd that you propaw samplos in uiplicato. The outside 
well. (ro-A sA and II and columns I an-. ] 1 21) are u-sually kcp, 
cmr4y Io avoki spunous readinp. 
7.61-6ing a now lip fiveach% ell. Pipet 100 Pi- Of the2X stain- 
ing solution (front step 7 4) to each %%ell and nux thomughly by 
pilviting tip andAmn wwril Innus. 
7.7 Incubate at room temperature in the dark fýir 15 minutes. 
Staining Bacterial Sysponsions with Kt I IJ 152 
8.1 Adju-4 IWE coftsuirwnsiotis(liveaud killed) fo4 -IT 
bacleria'nil- (-0 12 ODv) ew the & aurems suspewsions (live 
aml kil led) to 4x lo'bacleria! ml. (-o 60 olý, ). X ofiroo 
sm, imisioos typically bl-o)uld he 19-fold los,, concewraled than 
E coll A hcn 
ý. 
sing a Iluorococe microplate reader. 
8.2 NI ix five thfforcril prcTonions or E. coll or& wsma 
I lablo 3) in 16 - 125 min lx)rtv%i I icale ýIam cul I urc 111hes. 
9.3 Prcimm a 2X %%orkingsolution of dw LIVE, I)FAD Bac-Livht 
staining reagent mixture by the contents of onc 
ComixinentA pilvi Nontaining yellow-o m. p solid.,., ) and one 
Conirmnent B pirwi (containing red solids) in a Common 
9.4 Pipet 100 ml. of each of the Imocrial cell suspension mixtum-s 
flat-Nittommicroplate. WO 
recommend fluil you prepare samples in 16plicnic. I he outside 
2) are usually kept %ells (rows A anil 11 and columns I and I 
empty It, avoid ý; puriou-; readings 
8.5 Using a now lip for each uell. rilm 100 pL of t1v 2X 
working stain solution (from slQp 8.3) to vich well and mix 
thoroughly by pilvoing up and J, )m n several times. 
9,6 Invuhabo the samplo at rixim lem1wralurc in Ilic dark for 
13 mintlics. 
Flumiscence M"sumnw, 7t 8nd Dif 8 Matlysis 
9.1 With tho cxcitat ion A avelength contorcd at about 485 nni. 
nicasuro I I%, - fluilm-wence inlon-sily at a %avelength milmdal 
alx)ul 3.10 nin(cmission 1; green) foreach %cii or ii, ven I iro 
plaw. 
9.2 With tiv excitaticin wavelength still cernere'd at about 
495 nin, measure IN., flLm-iccrice iniensily at a %avelcrigili 
cenicred aK)uI 630 nin (emissitin 2-, rod) fk)r cach well oflho 
entire plale. 
9.3 Analyn tlw data by dividing the fluorescence iillosilY of tho 
mailu; J bactcHal susponsions (F., ) at emission I by 1110 
fluorcstence iniciiily at cmi, %ion 2, 
Ratio, 
9.4 Plot the Raiiil,, vastis ivreemago of live Mis in the E. mli 
susrvii-sion (Fipro 21). 
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I I 
1.0 
ILI 
GA 
o2 
21) 40 mm im 
F%rowd Ihm hänNma 
Figure 2. Analyjd. 9 offv41tItr WaNlity ofE. rok stivptmkini In a 
ilm-», rwxwre mirmplair mkhe Samidei of£. tydt iwy prertwrd and 
%%-re culvulattigfur «wk prupt»lion vfli%%, 1"d E. roft. 
. 
(die n4al! "jv. %hip temren % kve b4k-leH« (x) a»d 
flowcYrometry 
Insiru'llen, capallil it ics may %arycon%idvrahlybm the tc-ch- 
niques and paraniclen. established hurt 111KILIld aid #; on. SiLk'(`ahjy in wiling tip samlar anal) ws in the majorily of flow cyloinclers 
now in u%c. both in revarch and clinical envimnitwoL 
Tahk L IlAinter aflAv% and cjcvJ-cc, 11 suVvxviom to no4v ou a hieve 
varitwv pnywwapu ofkve., Jead ivilsXwfiow cýlonkvy. 
Ralle of Lht: Dead Cells inL Uve-Cell 
subpeollom 
ml. Dead-Cell 
supension 
0.100 0 2.0 
10-90 0.2 1.9 
2030 0.4 1.6 
30: 70 0.6 1.4 
40: 60 09 1.2 
50: 50 1.0 1.0 
60: 40 1.2 0.8 
70: 30 1.4 0.6 
80: 20 1.6 0.4 
90: 10 1.1 U 
100: 0 2.0 0 
Staining Owtorial Suspensions with vither Kit 17007 or 
17912 
10.1 Adjust theE. cidisu. 4vitsions (I we and killedHo I- 101 
bactcria'mL (-0.03 0D. ). then dilute them 1: 100 in filter- 
sterilized dl 120 to reach a final denity of Ix 101 bacteriaml- 
10.2 NI ix II different proportion., of E. coli in 16 - 125 min 
borosilicaic glass tubes acwrdinS to Table 4. The volume of 
cach of tho II-.,, inipl, -. will be 2 mL. 
10.3 Mix 35 IiL ofComixinctit A with 35 lit. ol'Componew 11 in 
amicrofugolube. If Kit L7012 is ucJ, it maybe desirable to 
proparc additional bacterial samples for %taining %% A 
ComptinentA alono and with Conipcinent 11 alonc. 
10.4 Add 6 pL ofthe combined waSent mixture to vich oftho 
II samples (I I iianiples x6 pL - 66 jiL total) and mix 
thorvqhly by pilx-tting tip and kk)%% n several times. 
10.5 Incubwo ar roorn temper. wure in the dark for 15 minules. 
Staiwirg OwterialSYSPOSIORS wim, lat 113152 
11.1 AýIjuittlvF. co/irurpension%(li%, caiidkillvd) Io Ix Ifi' 
bticleda , in[. (-0 01 OD,,,, ). then dilwo them 1: 50 in Filter- 
sic ri Ii zed dll, O to rwich a final chmsily of 2x 106 NocrWin L. 
11.2 Nfix II differcm proportions ofV. evil in 16 - 125 min 
horosilicah: glass lulvq according in Tabk 4. NoIc Ilvil m hon 
using kil 1.13152. only ono-hall'ofthe cel I suilvnsion volume 
(1 1) rn I. ) h-swd in I jhW uill Iv us4M. 
113 Preparc a 2X work ing. WhIliOn of the i IVI*,, I)I: A D 
fiat-Lighl smining %, agent mixture by dis-olving Ov-, contem-. % 
of one Conil-nmeril A pipet (containing y0low-orange sislid%) 
ancl one Component B pipet (COnuining red sol ids) in a salivinion 
5mL-voltiiiiooffiller-., Qcnlii%-(idl[, O. limaybeLlomrabloto 
prcparc additional bacterial samples for maininy with Corn. 
ponent A alone (, Ii. q,; olvcd in 5 nit ý of 
filler-slerdi7od (11 IjO) and 
dl lp). 
11.4 Mix I nil, (if Owe 2X working solulion (if Ilic HVFAW-A) 
Btu Light maining reagent mixim- wifli an mltud volunic (I nil 
ol'the bacterial swimision. Note that. as duscriNd Oxive, On" 
applicator sets -A ill be noudetl (II samples xI nil. z- II nil. 
imal): however it may be possiblo to me smaller valunics. 
11.5 1 ivcubuto iho Kimplo ai room lumpuralurt: in lho daik for 
13 millutes. 
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Instrument Paramolters 
: ýý :,,,, ', 
'h ,"1, ýI. ill II Ll'oal 41 - Toll 4,1-- ill%\ I It III 'Ill I ), If .1-1, it III Ill 'I IJIK 'I I %t I'll, 
k -I I, I lo iI1,11) vI% Iý . 111: 1 It, I) (IIIktj 
ha I 1\% a IQ 
I, I I,,, I IT,, I Vill p: Ill, , nin 
Mi., kiný 
1111'. 1 ý011 fill) dlk 111"It 111to K'I'-w l1w I'M I al", ý' (-I "Ill 
1111,: t hJ'I'. dw 1\'ýd PNI II ho ý4 l1w I'' oh 
Klkl'-11: 11 'u'poli'loo \k. 1, I III ': 'Al' fill alld Ilk- '. Imphily. 1.11C 
Ilk- 11w% Ill, lt a- :1 -Iý till) all Ill, 
Fluorescence Measurements and Data Analysis 
the 
I igm, 
. 
ý. ,141. -ý. 1, ym-ý,,, M I!, "' 
cl I, took-lir Iý Nample, ,/E. , it %, %iv pn pa it ý I. I hillf, %I 11old 111all-I'd 11 
"tabil, -. //)1 1, ,W/, 'Tl at .4 tw). jurametty vtolilknoom fol the grevi) and 
Int 4 th"New I'm v efto. mml 4 imh% id"'ll hat Ity'la ip"m a 
I"pula". (w , (viumill", Ojed ,a ý01111)011 J/1,111 'll", 1`1111 W 
kfi, vl, (16.111 all't -W M1111)? r"g, 1111 (111). 77tv ataiwin d i, w ba, w, a 
, III' WI, / "U'llic'i I'l w"I'm I Owd I 41A) and ")4owl // flill. , ell'o, On, to 
ha, v wnd. it r, ýi Ownew em, I, inien, in and diflorm illiqmlo, vo, 
LýI, Yll fluwv, en, '. f. ,A appillrilig In wgwn I// 
I Iev, Man 5"., )/ the It qno and at t. a., I vl loop, hara 
. it ? 47,111,0 Iah, 
It AýN Kmm n wabil. III, dell"Int a, the p"JI'llwil 11 
-1. "' 1" 1111va , ba, 1,71a Ika, umi v. ahihii I, dcl: iwd N Ow 
. 14! tIllhili'M Weavilmi ", ý IM. h'i"117i'l (- ,/h, 1,14 7 I'l ill 1, -gq, *I to 
,, / /%I, lemi it? regam, I- /it - Mol. .1 
Awo., quaw, lit 
th'. lots".. I"c"J"1111 j ,/ boo, 11771) . 11 
dw "Im. "J"podal. "ll 7-, 'j,, joplx7 0a, litti) hPic I, I wmledfiwa 
J11111 1 101;. 1111711 M 1110 1 Cit' 
I& 
lop 
10, 
lo, iI. 
ý=; ..... 
io, io, io, 
wo integrated green fluormoscm 
b) 
so- 
40- 
MD- 
10- 
/ 
0 in go 3D 40 SO 60 7a AD go 100 
Knmn % ta bectorla 
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Cat 0 Product Name Und Size 
LID07 LIVEDEAD' BacLight"' Bacterial Viabilily Kit *for fricruscopy* *1000 &SsaYs, I kit 
L7012 LIVEIDEADI BacLight"I Bacterial Viability Kit 'for microscopy arid quantitative assays' 'IDOO assays' I kit 
LI 3152 LIVE. IDEADI Sact-ight"A Bacterial Viability Kit '10 applicator sets* I kg 
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Contact Information 
Further ritormation on Molecular Probes products, including product bibliographies, is available from your Iml distributor or directly from Molecular 
Probes Customers in Europe. Africa and the Midde East should contact our office in Laden, the Iiietherlands All others should contact our Technical Assis 
fence Department in Eugene, Oregon 
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298 51 Willow Creek Road, Eugene, OR 97402 
Phone. (541) 465 8300 0 Fax. (541) 335 0504 
Customer Service: 6.00 am io 4: 30 prn (Pacific Tine) 
Phone: (541) 335-0338 0 Fax: (54 1) 335M05 0 order@probes. com 
Tell-Free Ordering for USA and Canada: 
Order Phone: (800) 438 2209 0 Order Fax: (800) 438 0228 
Technical Assistance. 8: 00 arn to 4.00 pm (Pacific Tirne) 
Phow , (50 335 0353 0 Toll-Free: (800) 438 2209 Fax. (541) 335 0238 9 tech@probes. com 
Molecular Probes Europe BV 
PoortgebDuw, Rinsburprweg 10 
2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands 
Phone: + 31 71 5233378 0 Fax: + 31 7152334 19 
Custorner Service: 9. -00 to 16: 30 (Central European Time) 
Phone: - 31 715236850 0 Fax; - 31 715233419 
eurorder@prDbes. rd 
Techn its I An istance: 9: 00 1o 16; 30 (Central European Time) 
None: - 3171523343 10 Fax: + 3171-5241883 
surotech@probes. nl 
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